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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Fast Methods to Detect and Debug Numerical Errors with Shadow Execution

by Sangeeta Chowdhary

Dissertation Director: Prof. Santosh Nagaraktte

The floating-point (FP) representation uses a finite number of bits to approximate real numbers in computer systems. Due to rounding errors, arithmetic using the FP representation may diverge from arithmetic with real numbers. For primitive FP operations, the rounding error is small and bounded. However, with the sequence of FP operations, rounding errors can accumulate. Such rounding errors can be magnified by certain operations. The magnified error can affect the program’s control flow and the output compared to execution with infinite bits of precision. It is challenging for users to identify such bugs because the program does not crash but generates the incorrect output. Without any oracle in high precision, it is hard to differentiate between correct and incorrect output. Detecting such bugs in long-running programs becomes even more challenging.

This dissertation proposes a fast yet precise mechanism to detect and debug numerical errors in long-running programs. This dissertation makes the following contributions:

First, we propose a selective shadow execution framework to detect and debug numerical errors. Our idea is to use shadow execution with high-precision computation for comprehensive numerical error detection. On every FP computation, an equivalent high precision computation is performed. If there is a significant difference between FP computation and high precision computation, the error is reported to the user. We use additional information about instructions to generate a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of them showing the
error propagation. The DAG helps the user identify the error’s root-cause. Our prototype FPSanitizer for floating-point is an order of magnitude faster than prior work.

Second, we propose a novel technique to run shadow execution in parallel to further reduce performance overheads. In our approach, the user specifies parts of the program that need to be debugged. Our compiler creates shadow execution tasks that mirror these specified regions in the original program but perform equivalent high precision computation. To execute the shadow tasks in parallel, we break the dependency between them by providing the appropriate memory state and input. Moreover, to correctly detect the numerical errors in the original program, shadow tasks must follow the same control flow as the original program. Our key insight is to use FP values computed by the original program to start the shadow tasks from an arbitrary point in time. To ensure they follow the same control flow as the original program, our compiler updates every branch instruction in the shadow task to use the branch outcomes of the original program. As a result, the original program and shadow tasks execute in a decoupled fashion and communicate via a non-blocking queue. Our prototype PFPSanitizer is significantly faster than the FPSanitizer. On average, PFPSanitizer provides a speedup of $30.6 \times$ speedup over FPSanitizer with 64 cores.

Finally, we propose an alternative lightweight oracle to reduce the overheads of shadow execution. Executing the shadow execution on multiple cores in parallel reduces the performance overheads. However, the user must identify regions of the program to enable shadow execution in parallel. Often, users may not know where the numerical bugs are present. This thesis proposes a fast shadow execution framework, EFFSANITIZER, that uses error-free transformations (EFTs) to detect and debug numerical bugs comprehensively. EFTs are a set of algorithms that provide a mechanism to capture the rounding error using primitive FP instructions. For certain FP computations rounding error can be represented as an FP value. Based on this observation, EFTs transform FP computation to derive the rounding error. In our approach, we maintain the error with each memory location and compute the error for a sequence of FP operations using error composition with EFTs.
EFTSanitizer provides a trace of instructions that help users isolate and debug the root cause of the errors. In addition, EFTSanitizer is an order of magnitude faster (14.72×) than FPSanitizer. In our experimental studies, EFTSanitizer detected all errors as detected by FPSanitizer. However, the error reported by EFTSanitizer may not be as precise as reported by FPSanitizer due to loss of precision with error accumulation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The IEEE floating-point representation approximates real numbers in computer systems. The FP representation is used in numerous domains, such as weather simulations, aerospace engineering, machine learning, gaming, graphics, etc. The FP representation provides many advantages. First, the FP representation is standardized, allowing reproducibility across different machines. Second, hardware support for the FP representation in modern machines allows writing fast code compared to a software simulation of FP. Moreover, the FP representation allows for representing very large and tiny numbers while providing reasonable accuracy.

1.1 What are Rounding Errors?

The FP representation represents a finite set of real numbers. The real numbers outside this set are rounded to the nearest representable FP numbers. The FP representation is specified by a total number of bits divided into three components: a sign bit, exponent bits, and precision bits. The sign bit indicates whether the number is positive or negative. The number of exponent bits defines the dynamic range of such representation, i.e., the smallest representable number and the largest representable number. The number of precision bits defines the accuracy of such a representation. All real numbers within the dynamic range that are not FP numbers are rounded to the nearest FP number, resulting in a small rounding error. The rounding error per floating-point instruction is bounded. However, rounding errors can be accumulated or magnified with certain operations resulting in counter-intuitive results. For example, if two very close values are subtracted, the entire output can be influenced by the rounding error, which is known as catastrophic cancellation.
Figure 1.1: This example shows the simple C program resulting in wrong output due to rounding errors in comparison to real arithmetic.

The real numbers outside the dynamic range are rounded to the special numbers. If the real number is greater than the largest representable number, it may overflow. If the real number is smaller than the smallest representable number, it may result in an underflow. In such cases, the overflowed value is rounded to a special number Inf, and underflowed value is rounded to zero. The FP format also defines a special value NaN (Not-a-Number) to represent invalid numbers, such as 0/0, √(-2).

The rounding errors and exceptional values may influence the control flow of the program, may lead to the slow convergence of numerical algorithms, and may result in the wrong output. Unsurprisingly, such rounding errors have resulted in many catastrophic incidents in the past. For example, the Patriot missile failure in 1991 due to rounding error resulted in a loss of 28 lives [7]. Recently, a driverless race car crashed into a wall due to a floating-point exception [10]. In this incident, the steering control signal resulted in a NaN, and subsequently, the steering locked to the maximum value to the right.
1.2 Why is it Challenging to Debug Rounding Errors?

The rounding errors may result in various numerical bugs in a program, such as wrong output, branch divergence, conversion errors, and floating-point exceptions. Debugging such errors is challenging for many reasons. First, numerical bugs are triggered by only a small set of inputs. Hence, if the program is not tested for problematic inputs, such errors can remain undetected. Second, almost every floating-point computation results in rounding errors, but only a small set of rounding errors are magnified due to accumulation. These magnified rounding errors become problematic if the program’s output, branch instruction, or system call depends on them. Hence, it is challenging to identify if rounding errors are problematic or not. Third, rounding errors span function boundaries, memory locations, and function arguments before they are magnified, leading to a numerical bug. Hence, it is challenging to find the source of the error.

To highlight the challenges in detecting and debugging numerical errors, consider the program in Figure 1.1. This simple program computes the expression \(((x+y)-y)-x\)\ast z). This expression results in zero for all inputs in real arithmetic. However, in floating-point arithmetic, some inputs result in a different output. For example, if \(x = 0.5\), \(y = 0.0013\), and \(z = 2.0E + 8\) with float-32 this program returns -5.95 rather than 0. Figure 1.1 shows the output for each instruction with real arithmetic and with FP arithmetic. Analyzing each instruction with FP-32 and real arithmetic shows a small rounding error in line 4 has propagated to line 5 and is amplified in 6, leading to the wrong result in line 7. Hence, a small rounding error in line 4 was magnified to produce the wrong output. Unfortunately, identifying such sources for numerical bugs is challenging without a fine-grained comparison of each FP instruction with high-precision computation. Further, debugging numerical errors becomes even more challenging with long-running programs as instructions responsible for the error could spread across multiple functions and memory locations.
Often numerical errors occur due to insufficient precision or dynamic range in the FP representation. Therefore, developers often rewrite the program with higher precision. Unfortunately, increasing the precision would reduce the program’s performance. On the other hand, changing the precision for a small set of variables can often provide the desired accuracy. Hence, identifying the sequence of instructions or the expression responsible for the numerical bug would help the user meticulously increase the precision or rewrite the expression to avoid numerical bugs.

1.3 Inlined Shadow Execution

To identify sources of numerical bugs at the granularity of instructions, a promising technique is inlined shadow execution [6, 99]. In this technique, the high-precision instruction is inlined with the floating-point instruction and compared to detect the numerical bugs. For every FP operation, an equivalent high-precision value is retrieved from shadow memory, and the same operation is performed in high-precision. Further, additional information about the instructions is stored in the shadow memory for debugging purposes. Additional information about instructions helps in providing a backtrace of the program, showing the error propagation for root-cause analysis. However, prior shadow execution-based techniques focused on debugging numerical errors with small programs. In contrast to prior approaches, our goal is to enable shadow execution-based techniques to debug numerical errors for long-running programs. The main reasons for the performance overheads introduced by such a technique are the use of software simulated high-precision computations as an oracle and the design of metadata stored in shadow memory.

In summary, prior work has made significant progress in detecting and debugging numerical errors, but they incur huge overheads. Therefore, these approaches are not practical for long-running applications.
1.4 Thesis Statement

This dissertation develops novel abstractions to detect and debug numerical errors in long-running floating-point applications.

1.5 Contributions of This Dissertation

This thesis proposes various techniques to reduce the overheads of shadow execution to enable debugging numerical errors in long-running applications. The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

This dissertation employs shadow analysis with real numbers to comprehensively detect numerical errors. In this approach, real computations are executed in lock-step with FP computations, providing a mechanism to check numerical errors. Moreover, each shadow variable stores extra information about the instructions to provide a backtrace once the error is detected. Hence, the approach enables comprehensive error detection and provides valuable feedback to the user.

1. Inlined selective shadow execution. This dissertation proposes a mechanism to detect and debug numerical errors comprehensively. In our approach, high-precision computations are executed in lock-step with FP computations, providing a mechanism to detect all numerical errors. To debug the numerical errors, we provide the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of instructions to show the error propagation. In contrast to prior approaches, we store a constant amount of information in shadow memory resulting in low overhead. We selectively perform shadow execution for code regions of interest to further reduce the overheads. To enable selective shadow execution we need to start the shadow execution at some arbitrary time. We use the computed value to reset the shadow memory state and start the shadow execution from an arbitrary point in the dynamic execution. Our shadow execution framework FPSanitizer is $10 \times$ faster than the state-of-the-art.
2. Parallel shadow execution. This thesis proposes a novel approach to accelerate the debugging of numerical errors by running shadow execution in parallel. In our approach, the user specifies parts of the program that need to be debugged. Then, our compiler creates shadow execution tasks that mirror the original program for these specified regions but perform the equivalent high precision computation. Since we are creating shadow tasks from a sequential program, shadow tasks are also sequential depending on prior tasks for memory state. To execute the shadow tasks in parallel, we need to break the dependency between them by providing the appropriate memory state and input arguments. Our key insight is to use FP values computed by the original program to start the shadow task from some arbitrary point. Finally, the runtime library automatically distributes the workload fairly among all cores resulting in significant speedups over the state-of-the-art.

3. A lightweight oracle to detect numerical errors. The parallel shadow execution framework requires user input to create the shadow task, and numerical errors are detected within the shadow task. This approach is not ideal when a user does not have the insight to create shadow tasks which can result in critical numerical bugs. This dissertation proposes a lightweight oracle with a smart metadata design to detect numerical errors. The oracle uses error-free transformations (EFTs) to capture the rounding errors. Since EFTs are designed using hardware-supported floating-point instructions, the oracle introduces lower overheads than high-precision computations. Our key insight is to use EFTs to automatically detect numerical errors for the sequence of operations with practical debugging support.

1.6 Inlined Selective Shadow Execution

Our goal is to enable developers to detect and debug numerical errors in long-running applications. We perform shadow execution with high-precision computations to detect numerical errors. To enable the user to debug the root-cause of the error, we provide a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) of instructions responsible for the error. Based on our ob-
servation, mostly instructions responsible for the error are local, hence, the DAG shows
the instructions in an active stack frame. Our approach enables the user to diagnose the
root-cause of the error using debuggers \textit{i.e.} gdb. We export some functions where the user
can set breakpoints and generate the backtrace (DAG) of the instructions responsible for
the error.

Our approach transforms a program at compile-time to enable shadow execution with
high-precision computations. At compile-time, FP variables are either resident in registers
or memory. We shadow every FP variable with a high-precision value. The FP variables in
the register are local to a function. Hence, we store equivalent high-precision values in the
separate stack. The separate stack shadows the original program call stack and we call it
a shadow stack. For FP variables in memory, we store equivalent high-precision values in
shadow memory. The shadow memory is organized as a hash-map and the memory address
is used as a key. For every FP computation, we retrieve the equivalent high-precision value
from shadow memory and perform the same computation with higher precision. To detect
the numerical error, we compare the high-precision value with the original computed value.
If the difference between the computed value and the high-precision value is above the
predefined threshold, we report the error to the user. As a result, we comprehensively detect
numerical bugs such as rounding errors due to precision loss, catastrophic cancellation,
unexpected branch outcomes, float-to-int conversions, and FP exceptions.

To enable users to debug numerical errors, we store additional metadata about the FP
instructions in shadow memory. We reconstruct the directed acyclic graph of instructions
using additional information in the active stack frame. The DAG of instructions shows the
error propagation, enabling the user to localize the source of the numerical bug.

To further reduce the overheads in long-running applications, we realized that users of-
ten debug a small code region. Hence, we provide a mechanism to selectively instrument
the interesting code regions within the application. In our approach, we use the computed
Figure 1.2: This figure shows the overall design of FPSanitizer.

value to reset the state at some arbitrary point in the dynamic execution trace of the program. Hence, using selective instrumentation, users can start the instrumentation at any random point in the program execution.

The contribution of our approach is the design of the metadata for each variable in register and memory. In our approach, we store the constant amount of metadata per memory location which reduces overheads significantly in contrast to prior approaches. In addition, we provide the mechanism to selectively instrument the program to further reduce the overheads. Figure 1.2 shows the overall design of our prototype FPSANITIZER. Our prototype, FPSANITIZER, is open-source and publicly available [19]. It is built on top of the LLVM compiler to instrument the program to enable inline shadow execution. FPSanitizer’s runtime performs shadow execution. We get a slowdown of $111 \times$ with FPSanitizer and $10 \times$ speedup over the state-of-the-art. Chapter 3 describes our approach in detail.

The following sections describe the two orthogonal approaches to attain low overheads with comprehensive error detection and debugging.

1.7 Parallel Shadow Execution

Inline shadow execution enables debugging numerical errors with long-running applications. However, this approach still incurs significant overheads compared to the instrumented program. Based on our analysis, the primary source of overhead is the software emulation of high-precision computation using the MPFR library. Moreover, additional metadata stored along with the high-precision value adds to the performance overheads.
Figure 1.3: This figure shows the overall design of our approach to accelerate debugging of numerical errors by executing shadow execution in parallel on multiple cores.

Hence, high overheads prevent productive debugging of numerical bugs in long-running applications.

This dissertation proposes a parallel shadow execution framework PFPSanitizer to debug numerical errors with long-running applications. Our goal is to run a high-precision computation in parallel with the original FP program. Our compiler creates an equivalent program with high precision, mirroring the original program’s FP computations. This design enables us to run the high-precision program parallel with the original FP program. However, the high-precision program is significantly slower than the original FP program giving us almost no speedup. We split the high-precision program into subprograms (shadow tasks) based on user input to get scalable speedups, as shown in Figure 1.3. Since we create shadow tasks from a sequential program, shadow tasks are also sequential.

To break these dependencies between shadow tasks, we need to provide a memory state from prior tasks. Our key insight is to use the computed values from the original program to reset the memory state and break the dependencies making shadow tasks dependent on
the original program and not on each other. We also need to ensure that shadow tasks follow the same control flow as the original program. Our compiler updates the branch in the shadow task to take the same branch condition as the original program. The original program provides the branch conditions, original FP values, and memory addresses for the shadow task through the queues.

The key challenge is identifying when to reset the memory with the original computed values to break the dependencies between shadow tasks. Hence, on every read from shadow memory, we need to check if the value is dependent on the prior shadow task. To identify such scenarios, we store the original FP value in the metadata in shadow memory. Then, when the shadow execution task loads the value from the shadow memory, we check if the loaded FP value matches the stored FP value. If they match, then the high-precision value has been written by that task, and we do not need to reset the memory state. On the other hand, if they do not match, we reset the memory state and use the original FP value as the high-precision value. Hence, our key insight to use the original FP value to reset the metadata allows us to execute shadow execution tasks from an arbitrary point in time.

For practical debugging of numerical errors, we store additional information about the instructions in the metadata in shadow memory. Using additional metadata, we generate the DAG of instructions showing the error propagation for root-cause analysis.

Our prototype PFPSanitizer is publically available [21]. In addition, PFPSanitizer is approximately 30× faster on average on a machine with 64-cores when compared to FP-Sanitizer, which is the state-of-the-art for debugging FP programs. Chapter 4 describes our approach in detail.

1.8 Inlined Shadow Execution with a Light-Weight Oracle

Parallel shadow execution helped us detect and debug numerical errors in long-running applications with low-performance overheads. However, PFPSanitizer requires user input to create the shadow tasks in high-precision at compile time. If the user creates enough
shadow tasks, we get low overheads. However, often users may not have insight into the code structure. Hence, this dissertation proposes an alternative mechanism to reduce overheads significantly to enable debugging numerical errors in production-based code.

Our key observation is that overheads come from using a high-precision software library as an oracle. Hence, in our approach, we use hardware-supported FP instructions to capture the rounding error of primitive FP instructions. We have designed a lightweight oracle using Error-Free-Transformations (EFTs) instructions for primitive FP computations and a high-precision math library for math functions. EFTs are a set of algorithms that uses properties of FP arithmetic to capture the rounding error of FP primitive instructions [78]. For primitive FP instructions, the rounding error is small and bounded. For certain FP operations, this rounding error is a FP number and can be stored precisely using the same FP representation. Using such FP properties, EFTs provide a mechanism to capture this rounding error for primitive FP operations. Using EFTs, a FP computation can be transformed such that \( a \cdot b = x + y, x = a \odot b, y = err(a \odot b) \), where \( \cdot \) is a real computation, and \( \odot \) is a FP computation. For every FP primitive instruction, we compute the error by using EFTs. To capture the rounding error for math functions, we use a high-precision math library. The key challenge is to compose the rounding error for the sequence of FP operations. We use basic arithmetic to compose the error of the FP computation to get the first-order approximation of the error.

Our key contribution is the design of shadow execution using EFTs as an oracle. Similar to FPSanitizer, we transform the program at compile-time to enable shadow execution with our new oracle. We shadow every FP variable with a rounding error associated with that variable. For every FP value in a register and memory, we store the rounding error in the 64-bit FP variable in metadata in shadow memory. Using EFTs, the computed error is at least as good as the error computed with double-double arithmetic. Furthermore, we store additional information about FP instructions in our metadata to enable debugging of numerical errors. We provide the dynamic backward slice of a program to diagnose the
root cause of the error. FPSanitizer provides a DAG of static instructions for root cause analysis in an active stack frame. Hence, with FPSanitizer, the DAG does not provide the information after function calls and multiple iterations of a loop.

In contrast to FPSanitizer, we generate the DAG for fixed-size dynamic instructions for debugging of numerical errors. Using this approach, we do not lose the capability to generate the DAG of instructions if the stack frame is deallocated.

Our prototype EFTSanitizer achieves an average speedup of $14.72 \times$ over FPSanitizer and detects almost all numerical errors as FPSanitizer without user input. Chapter 5 describes our approach in detail.

### 1.9 Papers Related to this Dissertation

The ideas and techniques presented in this dissertation are drawn from the following published papers written in collaboration with my advisor Santosh Nagarakatte and Jay Lim.

1. "Debugging and Detecting Numerical Errors in Computation with Posits" [18], which introduces selective inlined shadow execution and metadata design to debug numerical errors in the context of floating-point and posits.

2. "Parallel Shadow Execution to Accelerate the Debugging of Numerical Errors" [20], which introduces parallel shadow execution to reduce the overheads of inline shadow execution.

3. "Debugging Numerical Errors with Error Free Transformations" introduces the lightweight oracle with metadata design and effective debugging support to comprehensively detect and debug numerical errors with floating-point applications.

### 1.10 Organization of This Dissertation

Chapter 2 provides the background on FP representation, rounding errors, error-free-transformations. Chapter 3 presents our selective inline shadow execution with reals to
detect and debug numerical errors with FP applications. Chapter 4 presents our approach to significantly reduce the overheads of inline shadow execution. Chapter 5 presents the alternative approach to reduce overheads by using hardware-supported floating-point instructions to capture the rounding error. Chapter 6 evaluates the correctness and performance of our three main contributions - selective inline shadow execution, parallel shadow execution, and lightweight oracle. Chapter 7 discusses the prior work related to numerical error detection and debugging. Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation by presenting future directions.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

We provide a brief overview of the FP representation, the cause of rounding errors, an overview of inlined shadow execution, and a comparison of existing approaches.

2.1 The Floating Point Representation

The floating-point (FP) representation specified by the IEEE-754 standard [24] is widely used to approximate real numbers. Two main attributes of any FP representation are its dynamic range (i.e., range of values representable) and the precision with which each value is represented. The various formats (e.g., half, float, double, ..) in the IEEE-754 standard provide reasonable dynamic range and precision appropriate for widely used applications. Most processors have hardware implementations for at least a few formats (i.e., float, double).

In the IEEE-754 binary FP representation, the FP value is represented by a bitstring that consists of a sign bit (s), exponent bits that represent the unsigned (biased) exponent (e), and mantissa bits (p) that represent the fraction. The goal of the FP representation is to encode both large and very small values. The values represented by the FP representation are classified into normal values, subnormal values, and special values depending on the bit pattern in the exponent.

In IEEE FP binary representation, an FP number x can be expressed as \((-1)^s \times m \times 2^e\), where s represents the sign of the number, m is the significand of the number, and e is the exponent. The bit pattern of m is expressed as \(\pm(b_0, b_1b_2...b_{p-1})\) with precision p. Alternatively, x can be represented as \((-1)^s \times M \times 2^{e-p+1}\), where M is the integral significand. In this representation, \(2^{e-p+1}\) is also called \(\text{ulp}(x)\), where \(2^{1-p}\) is machine epsilon.
In the IEEE-754 binary FP representation, biased representation is used to store the positive and negative exponent of a FP value. In this representation, a midpoint or bias is selected. Then, half of the values below the midpoint are used to encode negative exponent and another half to encode positive exponent values. For example, 8 bits are used to store the exponent in single precision. With 8 bits to store the exponent, the exponent ranges from 1 ... 254 (0 and 255 are used to store special values). IEEE-754 binary FP representation defines bias as $2^{|e|} - 1$, where $|e|$ represents the number of exponent bits. For the 8-bit exponent, the bias is 127. Using bias as 127, exponent values from -126 to +127 can be stored in the range 1 to 254. Using biased representation, the exponent field can be interpreted as an unsigned integer. Hence, two floating values with the same sign can be compared using an integer comparator.

When the exponent bits are not all zeros and not all ones (i.e., $e \in [1, 2^{|e|} - 2]$, where $|e|$ represents the number of exponent bits), then the bit-string represents a normal value. For normal numbers, the leading bit $b_0$ is 1 and is not stored explicitly, called a hidden bit. The value represented by the FP bit-string is $(-1)^s \times 2^{e-bias} \times (1 + f/2^{|f|})$, where $|f|$ is the number of bits used to represent the fraction.

When the exponent bits are all zeros, it represents subnormal values and leading bit $b_0$ is 0. It is used to represent values close to zero. The value represented by the bitstring is $(-1)^s \times 2^{1-bias} \times (f/2^{|f|})$. When the exponent bits are all ones, it represents special values. When the fraction field is all 0’s, it represents $+\infty$ if the sign bit is 0 and $-\infty$ otherwise. When the fraction field is not all zeros, then the bitstring represents Not-a-number (NaN), which is used to represent exceptional conditions.
Figure 2.2: This figure shows the representation of normal and special numbers in FP-32 bit format.

The commonly used float format has 1 bit for the sign, 8 bits for the exponent, and 23 bits for the mantissa or the fraction. The double format has 1 bit for the sign, 11 bits for the exponent, and 52 bits for the fraction. Figure 2.1 shows the bit-patterns used for the 32-bit float and 64-bit double formats. Figure 2.2 shows the representation for a 32-bit float, which has a sign bit, 8-bits for the exponent, and 23-bits for the fraction.

2.1.1 A Tiny Floating-Point Number System

To demonstrate the FP number system and its properties, let us consider a tiny floating-point number system with a total of 8 bits, with 1-bit for a sign, 4-bits for exponent, and 3-bits for a fraction. With this FP configuration, bias is $2^{(4-1)} - 1 = 7$, where 4 is the number of bits to store the exponent. For normalized FP numbers, the range for bitstrings for the exponent field is (0001 - 1110) in binary and (1 - 14) in decimal. Hence, in this representation the smallest exponent, $e_{\text{min}}$, is stored as $(0001)_2$ or $1_{10}$. By using bias, we can drive the smallest exponent, $e_{\text{min}} = -6$. When we store the exponent, we add the bias to the exponent. Hence, we will store $e_{\text{min}}$ as $(0001)_2$. For subnormal numbers, the exponent is fixed to $e_{\text{min}} = -6$, and the bitstring in the exponent field is all zero.

Table 2.1 shows the bitstring for positive FP numbers and how they are interpreted in decimal. In FP representation, if all bits in the exponent field are 1 and all bits in the precision field are 0, it represents $\pm \infty$. On the other hand, if all bits in the exponent field are 1 and all bits in the precision field are not zero, it represents $\pm NaN$ (Not-A-
Table 2.1: This table shows the bitstrings for a 8-bit FP representation and the numerical values these bitstrings represent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit String</th>
<th>Numerical Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 0000 000</td>
<td>$0 \times 2^{-6} = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0000 001</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{8} \times 2^{-6} = \frac{1}{512}$, smallest positive number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0000 010</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{4} \times 2^{-6} = \frac{1}{256}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0001 000</td>
<td>$(1 + 0) \times 2^{-5} = \frac{1}{64}$, smallest positive normal number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0001 001</td>
<td>$(1 + \frac{1}{8}) \times 2^{-6} = \frac{9}{512}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0010 000</td>
<td>$(1 + 0) \times 2^{-3} = \frac{1}{32}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1110 111</td>
<td>$(1 + \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{8}) \times 2^{7} = 240$, largest positive normal number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1111 000</td>
<td>Inf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1111 001</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1111 010</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1111 111</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number. Hence, more than one bitstring is used to represent NaN. An alternative Posit representation [48] avoids wasting more than one bitstring to represent NaN.

In floating-point representation, **machine epsilon** $\epsilon$ is defined as the gap between 1 and the number greater than 1, which is $2^{-p-1}$, where $p$ is the precision. The precision for FP representation is defined as a number of fraction bits, including the hidden bit. For the tiny FP representation, $p = 1 + 3 = 4$, hence, $\epsilon = 2^{(-3)}$, and $ulp = 2^{e-p+1} = \epsilon \times 2^e$.

### 2.1.2 Rounding Modes

Most real numbers cannot be exactly represented in a FP representation. Hence, a real value is rounded to the nearest FP value according to the rounding mode. Given a real number $x$, $x_l$ is the FP number less than or equal to $x$, and $x_h$ is the FP number greater than $x$. Depending on the rounding mode, $x$ is rounded either to $x_l$ or $x_h$. The IEEE-754 standard
specifies multiple rounding modes: round down (RD), round up (RU), round to zero (RZ), and round to nearest ties to even (RN).

In RD (round towards $-\infty$) rounding mode, $x$ is rounded to $x_l$. In RU (round towards $+\infty$) rounding mode, $x$ is rounded to $x_h$. In RZ rounding mode, $x$ is rounded to $x_l$ if $x > 0$ or $x_h$ if $x < 0$. In RN rounding mode, $x$ is rounded to either $x_l$ or $x_h$, whichever is closer to $x$. When $x$ is in the middle of $x_l$ and $x_h$, it is a tie, and the ties-to-even approach is used by default to break the tie. The round to nearest ties to even mode is the default rounding mode. With the round to nearest ties to even mode, when $x$ is less than the midpoint, it rounds to $x_l$, and when $x$ is greater than the midpoint, it rounds to $x_h$. When $x$ is exactly at the midpoint between $x_l$ and $x_h$, $x$ is rounded to $x_l$ if the last bit of $x_l$ is 0. Otherwise, $x$ rounds to $x_h$.

### 2.1.3 Rounding Errors

Rounding a real value, which is not exactly representable in a FP representation, to the nearest FP number results in a rounding error. If $x$ is a real value and $x_{fp}$ is the rounded FP value, then the absolute error is $|x_{fp} - x|$. If $x$ is in range of normal values, then the absolute error is less than the gap between two floating-point numbers $x_l$ and $x_h$ where $x_l \leq x \leq x_h$ for all rounding modes defined by the IEEE-754 standard. The absolute rounding error for the round to nearest ties to even mode is at most half of the gap between $x_l$ and $x_h$. If $x_{fp}$ has an exponent $e$, then $|x_{fp} - x| < 2^{-p} \times 2^e$ or $|x_{fp} - x| < \frac{1}{2} \times 2^{-p+1}$ or $|x_{fp} - x| < \frac{1}{2} \times ulp(x_{fp})$, where $p$ is the precision of the FP representation [78].

The IEEE-754 standard mandates correct rounding of primitive operations. Hence, the rounding error of any primitive operation for the round to nearest ties to even mode is bounded by the gap between two adjacent FP values. However, this error can be amplified by operations such as subtraction that can cancel all the leading bits such that remaining bits are influenced by rounding errors. Hence, this accumulation of errors with a sequence
C/C++ floating-point program

```c
float RootCount(a, b, c)
    a, b, c: float
{
    t1 = b * b;
    t2 = 4.0 * a;
    t3 = t2 * c;
    t4 = t1 - t3;
    return t4;
}
```

Instrumented Program

```c
float RootCount(a, b, c, a_h, b_h, c_h)
    a, b, c: float
    a_h, b_h, c_h: mpfr_t
{
    t1 = b * b;
    t1_h = gmpf_mul(b_h, b_h);
    report_error(t1, t1_h);
    t2 = 4.0 * a;
    t2_h = gmpf_mul(4.0, a_h);
    report_error(t2, t2_h);
    t3 = t2 * c;
    t3_h = gmpf_mul(t2_h, c_h);
    report_error(t3, t3_h);
    t4 = t1 - t3;
    t4_h = gmpf_sub(t1_h, t3_h);
    report_error(t4, t4_h);
    return t4;
}
```

Figure 2.3: This figure shows the original program and lock-step inlined high-precision computation to detect numerical errors.

of operations can cause the program to produce totally different results, exceptional results such as NaNs and infinities, and can cause divergence in iterative algorithms [6, 52, 78].

In the context of shadow execution, a common way to measure the absolute error and its propagation with various operations is to use a high-precision library such as MPFR [38]. Next, we describe how we can compute this rounding error using FP operations itself.

### 2.2 Inlined shadow Execution with Reals

One way to detect such numerical errors is by comparing the results of the FP program and the program that is rewritten with real numbers (i.e., differential analysis). Such an approach can detect errors but does not help in debugging because it is infeasible to store all intermediate results and compare them. A lock-step inlined shadow execution [6, 18, 99] where the analysis performs real computation after each instruction, maintains the real value with each variable in registers and memory, and checks error after each instruction is useful, as shown in Figure 2.3. The real numbers are simulated with a widely used GNU MPFR library, which is a C library for multiple-precision floating point computations with
correct rounding. By maintaining appropriate information with each memory location, such lock-step shadow execution can provide a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of instructions \(i.e.,\) a backward slice of instructions) to debug an error \([18, 99]\).

Herbgrind and FPDebug perform inlined shadow execution with high-precision computation to detect numerical errors. However, both tools use heavyweight binary instrumentation to enable shadow execution and have significant overheads. Our work advances by reducing the overheads with inlined shadow execution frameworks. FPSANITIZER introduced in the next chapter reduces the overhead by keeping the memory usage bounded. PFPSANITIZER introduces a novel idea to perform shadow execution in parallel to reduce the overheads with inlined shadow execution. PFPSANITIZER reduces overheads by order of magnitude while providing comprehensive detection and debugging support. EFTSANITIZER uses a lightweight oracle to detect numerical errors in contrast to heavyweight oracle such as MPFR. EFTSANITIZER introduces an oracle based on hardware-supported FP arithmetic rather than software-simulated high-precision computation used by prior tools. EFTSANITIZER significantly reduces overheads of inlined shadow execution and provides a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG) of instructions for root-cause analysis.
CHAPTER 3
INLINED SELECTIVE SHADOW EXECUTION

This chapter describes our approach to detect and debug numerical errors in long-running floating-point programs with low-performance overheads. Our approach performs inlined shadow execution with high-precision computation for floating-point programs. Any shadow execution framework analyzes the program at runtime and requires storing additional information called metadata. The size of the metadata and the way it is propagated directly influences the overheads introduced by shadow execution. Our key contribution is the design of a metadata space to reduce memory overheads while providing comprehensive error detection and debugging support for floating-point programs. Additionally, our goal is to enable shadow execution for arbitrary code regions in the program to reduce performance overheads further. This design goal would help us avoid the performance cost of shadow execution of the entire program. However, it is challenging to start shadow executing from an arbitrary point in the dynamic execution of the program. Our technique maintains the original floating-point (FP) computed value in the metadata in a shadow memory, inspired by Intel MPX [53]. For every load of a FP value, we compare the loaded FP value with the stored FP value in shadow memory. If they do not match, we reset the metadata, and shadow execution starts from this point correctly. Otherwise, we read the metadata from shadow memory. This idea of selective shadow execution enables the user to focus on small code regions without paying the cost of shadow execution for the entire program. This approach also enables us to handle uninstrumented code due to external library calls. Based on these ideas, we have built a tool, FPSanitizer. Our tool FPSanitizer is a shadow execution framework for floating-point programs, and it enabled us to find bugs in long-running real-world applications.
Figure 3.1: This figure shows the shadow execution of computations in high-precision side-by-side with the original program. In shadow execution, input variables are assumed with no error and stored in high-precision. A similar computation is performed side-by-side in high precision for every computation in the original program. To detect numerical errors, original computation is compared with the high-precision computation, and error is reported to the user if they differ by some user-defined threshold.

In the rest of the chapter, we describe the key ideas of our approach, how we encode the metadata for FP variables, how we propagate the metadata with each FP instruction, and how we enable debugging of numerical errors in FP programs.

3.1 Shadow Execution for Comprehensive Error Detection

A floating point number is an approximation of a real number using a finite number of bits. When a real value is not exactly representable in the FP representation, it has to be rounded to the nearest value according to the rounding mode specified by the standard. The rounding operation introduces some error with every operation, which is bounded by the gap between two FP values adjacent to the real value. Although the rounding error of an individual operation is bounded, this rounding error can accumulate over a sequence of operations and one may encounter a scenario where all the bits in the number are influenced by rounding error (e.g., catastrophic cancellation [43]). Hence, such rounding errors can result in various numerical bugs - wrong outputs, branch divergences, slow convergence, wrong float-to-int conversions, and floating-point exceptions. One way to identify such
issues is by rewriting the program with higher precision and comparing the output. However, rewriting the program with higher precision requires effort. Further, just rewriting the program with higher precision will not help the user debug the root cause of the numerical bug, as numerical errors are not detected for each instruction. Detecting numerical errors for each instruction will help identify the set of instructions responsible for the error (root-cause analysis). Once a sub-expression responsible for the error is identified, the sub-regions of the program can be rewritten with higher precision [95]. Alternatively, the sub-expression responsible for the error can be rewritten to avoid numerical bugs [88].

Prior research [6, 99] has explored shadow execution with higher precision to detect and debug all numerical bugs for every instruction. In this approach, high-precision computation is performed side-by-side with the original FP computation and compared to detect numerical errors, as shown in Figure 3.1. In shadow execution, every FP instruction is monitored and compared with an oracle (high-precision computation). The availability of an oracle in high precision enables shadow execution to detect high-rounding errors due to accumulation and catastrophic cancellation. Moreover, branch divergences can be detected by comparing the result of a branch instruction in the original program and the equivalent high-precision value in shadow execution. Additionally, floating-point exceptions can be detected by checking the FP values in the original program. Hence, shadow execution with high-precision detects all numerical bugs compared to lightweight approaches that detect only a specific class of numerical errors [3, 36, 57, 63].

3.2 Detection and Debugging Numerical Errors with Shadow Execution

When one performs shadow execution with the high-precision value as an oracle, every variable in the program is shadowed with a high-precision value. For every original FP computation, an equivalent computation in high-precision is performed. The value computed by the original program is compared with the high-precision value to detect numerical errors with each instruction. If these two values differ significantly, the error is reported
to the user. Hence, we need to store high-precision values in shadow memory to detect numerical errors.

In floating-point arithmetic, the rounding error per primitive instruction is bounded [43]. However, rounding error accumulates with each instruction and magnifies due to catastrophic cancellation. Hence, instruction detected with high-rounding error is often not the root cause of the error. Beyond detection, we need to diagnose the root cause of the error and identify a set of instructions responsible for the error. This process of identifying why the numerical error has occurred and what is the set of instructions responsible for the error is the process of debugging. To help the user debug the error’s root cause, we provide a backward slice of the program. To generate the backward slice of the program from the point of the error, we need to store additional information about the instructions. However, the key challenge is the design of metadata space to store additional information like high-precision value and information about instructions without incurring huge memory overheads.

Typically, we want to maintain metadata with variables. In any program, variables are either stored in memory or in registers. A single variable location can be written multiple times in a program by different dynamic instructions, e.g., instruction within the loop body. While designing the metadata, we need to decide if we should maintain metadata of all dynamic writers or a single writer of a variable. Both of these design choices have pros and cons. For example, in Figure 3.2 (a), variable t1 can be stored in a register, or it can be stack-allocated. It is written multiple times within a loop. Do we maintain metadata for all dynamic writes to t1, or do we maintain metadata for just the last write of t1? If we maintain all writers, we would have more provenance for debugging the root cause of the error. However, metadata size would be directly proportional to the dynamic instructions in the program, as shown in Figure 3.2 (c). Hence, for long-running programs, we will quickly run out of memory. If we maintain just one writer, we will have information from just the last iteration of the loop, and metadata size will be proportional to the static instructions in
Figure 3.2: This figure shows that if metadata space is allocated for each dynamic instruction, then metadata size grows unboundedly. However, if the metadata space is allocated with each static instruction, metadata size is constant and proportional to the number of static instructions. In (a), instruction t1 is executed multiple times within the while loop body. In (b) and (e), we show the metadata state after the first iteration. In (c), metadata space is allocated for each dynamic instruction, and metadata size grows to the number of dynamic instructions in the program. In contrast, in (f), metadata space is allocated once and updated for the multiple executions of the instruction keeping the metadata space bounded.
the program. Prior approaches [6, 99] maintained metadata for all writers to provide more provenance to debug the root cause of the error. However, such a design works well for small programs, but not with long-running applications.

In our approach, we maintain metadata for the last dynamic writer of a variable, as shown in Figure 3.2 (f) to reduce memory overheads for long-running programs. If the instruction is updated in the loop, we update the metadata associated with the instruction. This insight to store metadata just for the last writer helps us keep the metadata space bounded, resulting in low memory overheads. To debug the numerical errors within the loop, we provide an interface for the user to put a breakpoint and check metadata for every loop iteration.

3.3 Selective Shadow Execution

In long-running applications, small code regions are often responsible for numerical bugs. However, shadow execution performed for the entire program leads to high-performance costs making it infeasible for long-running applications. We perform selective shadow execution for small code regions to reduce such overheads. However, the challenge with selective shadow execution is to provide the correct state of metadata for variables.

To perform selective shadow execution for small code regions, the user provides the list of functions of interest. Our compiler pass instruments only these functions. At the runtime, shadow execution starts from an arbitrary point in the dynamic execution of the program. At this point in time, for the first instruction within the shadow execution boundary, the equivalent operation is performed with high precision for the first time. Therefore, we need to retrieve operands with high-precision to perform the equivalent high-precision operation. However, operands of the first instruction where shadow execution starts do not have an equivalent high-precision value in the metadata because these variables might be computed outside the shadow execution boundary. Therefore, we need to identify such sce-
narios during the shadow execution automatically and provide the correct state of metadata for variables.

We automatically identify such cases by storing original computed values in the metadata inspired by Intel MPX [53]. Then, whenever a floating-point variable is read from memory, we check if the computed value stored in metadata is the same as the value read. If these two values match, then we read the high-precision value from the metadata. Otherwise, we reset the high-precision value to the computed value, and shadow execution starts correctly from this point. This approach also works well even when some code regions are not instrumented (e.g. calls to third-party libraries).

3.4 Instrumentation Mode

The program is transformed by instrumenting instructions of interest to perform shadow execution. Programs can be instrumented at different levels during the program’s transformation from source code to binary. One such mechanism is source-to-source transformation. In this approach, the program can be performed by parsing source code to abstract-syntax-tree (AST) and annotating the parse tree to add the instrumented code. The source-to-source transformation has rich syntax and semantics while instrumenting the program. However, it is language-dependent and requires more effort to support multiple languages.

Another mechanism to instrument the program is at the binary level. Binary instrumentation can be performed statically or dynamically. In static binary instrumentation, the executable is transformed to generate a new instrumented executable without execution. In dynamic binary instrumentation, the program is transformed on-the-fly at runtime. Prior tools transformed the program using Valgrind [85], a dynamic binary instrumentation framework. However, the Valgrind framework is a heavy-weight tool that transforms the program at runtime before it starts executing. Although instrumenting binary is useful when source code is unavailable, modifying the program and generating code at runtime results in huge overheads ranging from $10 \times$ to $100 \times$. 
Figure 3.3: Metadata for (a) each FP value in shadow memory and (b) each FP temporary on the stack. Metadata in shadow memory maintains a pointer to the temporary metadata that was previously written to the memory location. It has the lock and key information to check the validity of the metadata pointer for temporaries. Metadata in shadow memory also stores the real value, instruction identifier, and the posit value to detect errors when the pointer to temporary’s metadata is not valid.

In contrast to prior approaches, we instrument the program at compile time to enable shadow execution with high precision. We have built our tool FPSanitizer on top of LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR) [71]. Our LLVM pass exploits the rich type system of LLVM IR to instrument the instructions of interest. Our approach to instrumenting the program at compile-time enables us to take advantage of low-level compiler optimizations and support multiple programming languages that can be compiled to LLVM-IR (C, C++).

In the next section, we describe our approach to creating and propagating metadata for different types of variables and instructions.

### 3.5 Metadata Design

Our idea is to transform a program at compile-time to enable shadow execution. At compile-time, FP values are either stored in memory or in registers. Since these variables have different lifespans, we design a different metadata space for variables in registers, memory, function arguments, and return values. For variables in registers (temporaries) and constants, we store metadata in the program stack. For variables in memory, we store metadata in shadow memory. Finally, for function arguments and return values, we store metadata in the shadow stack.
Figure 3.4: This figure shows the lock-and-key metadata to check for temporal safety. In the metadata for temporaries, we only show lock and key stored for both operands and pointers to operands’ metadata. For step 1, function foo starts, and we create lock (function address) L1 and key (unique identifier) K1 in the global lock-and-key metadata space. All temporaries within this function will inherit the lock and key assigned for this function. In step 2, the function bar starts, and we create the lock-and-key for this function as L2 and K2. We also copy the metadata for function arguments from shadow memory to the current function stack. In step 3, we create the metadata for temporary t1. Similarly, in steps 4, 5, and 6, we create metadata for temporary t2, t3, and t4. Finally, in step 7, function foo returns, and we invalidate the key for function foo. Once the function foo returns, we lose the metadata stored in the foo stack frame for temporaries t1, t2, t3, and t4. In step 8, we create a metadata entry for t5 by copying the metadata for the return value from the shadow stack. The metadata for temporary t5 stores pointers to the metadata for t1 and t3 stored in the foo’s stack frame. Since the foo’s stack frame is deallocated, t1_md and t3_md are dangling pointers. Before we access the pointer t1_md, we compare the key K2 stored in the metadata space with key 0 stored in the lock-and-key metadata space for lock L2. Since they do not match, we do not access these pointers while generating a DAG of instructions for debugging.
3.5.1 Metadata for Temporaries

For FP variables in registers, we store metadata in the original program stack. By storing metadata in the program stack, we get metadata management for free. We allocate space for metadata in the program stack when the function starts, and it is reclaimed automatically once the function exits. The below section describes what metadata we store to detect the numerical errors, to enable selective shadow execution, and to enable debugging of the numerical errors.

Metadata For Error Detection

For every FP variable, we track high-precision values to detect rounding errors by comparing them with the original computed value. Hence, we store a high-precision value in the metadata for each FP value in a register to enable error detection. For every FP instruction in the original program, we retrieve the equivalent high-precision operands from the metadata and perform the same operation in high-precision. If the original computed value diverges from the high-precision value significantly then error is reported to the user.

Metadata to Enable Selective Shadow Execution

Using our approach, users can perform the shadow execution on particular code regions of interest in the program. Performing shadow execution for particular code regions of interest results in lower performance overheads than the entire program’s shadow execution.

While performing selective shadow execution, certain variables will not have the correct metadata state if they were updated before the shadow execution started. Hence, any computation with such variables as operands within the shadow execution boundary will result in an incorrect high-precision result. Automatically identifying the state of such variables is challenging while running the shadow execution.

In our approach, we redundantly maintain the computed FP value in the metadata to reset the state of such variables while performing shadow execution. Whenever we perform
Figure 3.5: This figure shows our technique to reset the metadata state to enable selective shadow execution. In (a), the function main performs some computation and calls the function compute. This function dereferences a pointer variable c. The memory location stored in pointer c is updated in function main. This example assumes that the user marks only the compute function for shadow execution. Hence, our compiler only instruments the function compute to enable shadow execution, as shown in (b). However, the shadow location for the memory location stored in pointer c does not have a valid high-precision value because it was computed in the main function, which is outside the shadow-execution boundary. That is why high-precision computation in the next line would result in an incorrect value. Our compiler instruments the load instruction with a check to detect if metadata holds a valid high-precision value. This check is performed by comparing the computed value in metadata, which is 0 in this example, with the variable’s original value, which is 0.50. Since these two values do not match, this check fails, and the metadata state is updated with the FP value pointed by variable c.
the equivalent high-precision computation, we store the high-precision value to detect numerical errors and the computed value for selective shadow execution. Whenever a FP variable is read in the program, we check if the variable read value is the same as the stored value. They would differ if the variable were written outside the shadow execution boundary. In such a case, the high-precision value of this variable will be reset to the original computed value, and shadow execution will start correctly. Our selective shadow execution technique is described in detail in Figure 3.5.

**Metadata For Error Debugging**

To enable debugging of numerical errors, we need to identify the instructions responsible for high rounding error. Hence, we store additional information about the instructions in the metadata for temporaries. Our goal is to generate a computation graph whose root is the instruction with high rounding error to show the error propagation with each node. To achieve this goal, we store a pointer to the operands’ metadata for each temporary.

Additional metadata about operands enables us to generate a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG) of instructions by recursively accessing the pointers to the operands metadata in the active stack frame. If the stack frame is deallocated, accessing such a pointer would result in a memory safety error. Hence, we need a mechanism to detect temporal safety. Prior work [79, 80, 81, 82] has tackled this problem by associating extra information with each allocation and performing a runtime check if pointer access is safe. Prior work to check temporal safety can be broadly classified into location-based temporal checking and identifier-based temporal checking. In location-based temporal checking, with each memory allocation, some extra information is stored to record the status of each allocation and deallocation. At runtime, with each pointer access, the status of the memory location is consulted to flag safe or unsafe pointer access. This approach can detect unsafe pointer access if deallocated memory locations are never reallocated. For example, if some pointer tries to access the memory location that is being freed would be detected as a dangling pointer.
However, if the memory location is reallocated, the same pointer would be allowed to access the memory location due to insufficient information stored to detect a dangling pointer. Identifier-based temporal checking resolves this issue by providing the unique identifier for each memory allocation to differentiate it from the reallocated memory location with the same address.

In our approach, we want to detect such errors due to re-allocation. Otherwise, the DAG of instructions would result in the wrong information. Hence, we use identifier-based temporal checking from prior work to check temporal safety while accessing the pointers to generate the DAG.

**Lock-and-Key Metadata for Temporal Safety**

For temporal safety, we use the idea of Lock-and-Key from the prior work [79, 80, 81, 82]. In our approach, we need to detect the temporal safety of pointers to the metadata in the program stack. The pointer to the metadata is valid if it is pointing to the stack frame, which is not deallocated. If the pointer to the metadata is pointing to the deallocated stack frame then it is invalid. To detect such dangling pointers before accessing them, we provide the unique identifier for each stack frame in our approach. Hence, we provide a global unique identifier for every function at function entry (stack frame is allocated). All metadata entries within this function inherit a function address (lock) and the unique identifier (key). Once the function exits (stack frame is deallocated), the global unique identifier associated with this function is invalidated. Before any pointer access, we check if the unique identifier inherited by this pointer matches with the global unique identifier for the given function. If they match, then the pointer is safe to access. Otherwise, it is a dangling pointer. Our approach to detecting dangling pointers is described with an example in Figure 3.4.

We also store the timestamp in metadata space for temporaries. The timestamp monotonically increases for every FP instruction and records when the FP variable is updated. While generating the DAG of instructions to show error propagation, we do not report
operands of the instruction if they are updated after the instruction. Figure 3.3 (b) shows the metadata maintained with each temporary.

### 3.5.2 Metadata for FP Value Stored in Memory

For FP values in memory, we store metadata in shadow memory. For every FP temporary stored in memory, we store metadata associated with the temporary from stack to shadow memory. The metadata in shadow memory contains the original FP computed value, high-precision value, lock-and-key metadata, instruction identifier, and a pointer to the temporary’s metadata in the stack. We store lock-and-key metadata to avoid accessing temporary metadata in a stack if the stack frame is deallocated. Storing high-precision values in shadow memory lets us detect numerical errors when a stack frame is unavailable. Hence, we cannot generate the backward slice of instructions when the stack frame is deallocated, but we detect numerical errors.

Figure 3.3 (a) shows the metadata in shadow memory for each FP value in memory.

### 3.6 Metadata Propagation

This section describes how we create and propagate metadata for variables in registers and memory.

#### 3.6.1 Creation of FP Constants

For each FP constant in the function, we allocate the metadata space on the stack using the alloca instruction to create the metadata entry.

```c
float t5 = a * 4.0f;
```

The above instruction in a C program will be compiled to LLVM IR as shown below.

```llvm
t5 = fmul float a, 4.0;
```
We create metadata space in the program stack for FP constants using alloca instruction. We set the high-precision value as the original computed value, lock-and-key is set to the function’s lock and key, and operands are set to null. The instruction identifier is set as the static instruction identifier. We set the timestamp to a monotonically increasing global variable. Finally, we store the mapping of the instruction and metadata entry to the compile-time instruction map (inst_map) in our LLVM pass. The inst_map is a std::map of type (Instruction*, Instruction*). Since in LLVM IR, every variable is assigned only once (SSA), we use the instruction as the key to the map. In our metadata design, we store metadata for only the last writer of a variable. Hence, using the compile-time map, we retrieve metadata for high-precision computation if this instruction is used as an operand with some other instruction. In the below code snippet, real is an abstract type representing high-precision value, and the inst_id function returns a unique identifier of the instruction provided in our compiler pass.

\[
t5 = \text{fmul float a, 4.0;}
\]

```cpp
t5_tmd = alloca %struct.fpsan_tmd
t5_tmd->real = real(4.0f);
t5_tmd->lock = func_lock;
t5_tmd->key = func_key;
t5_tmd->op1 = NULL;
t5_tmd->op2 = NULL;
t5_tmd->computed = t5;
t5_tmd->inst_id = inst_id(t5);
t5_tmd->ts = ts++;
inst_map.insert(4.0, t5_tmd);
```

If the FP value is copied from another temporary, we copy the metadata except for the timestamp.
3.6.2 Metadata for FP Binary Operations

For FP binary instructions, we retrieve the high-precision value associated with the operands, perform the same computation in high-precision, and update the real value with the high-precision result. The metadata entry is updated with the function’s lock and key, and operands are updated with the pointer to the metadata entry associated with the operands.

float t6 = t5 * t1;

The above instruction in a C program will be compiled to LLVM IR as shown below.

t6 = fmul float t5, t1;

```c
    t5_tmd = inst_map.at(t5);
    t1_tmd = inst_map.at(t1);
    t6_tmd = alloca %struct.fpsan_tmd
    t6_tmd->lock = func_lock;
    t6_tmd->key = func_key;
    t6_tmd->real = real_mul(t5_tmd->real, t1_tmd->real);
    t6_tmd->op1 = t5_tmd;
    t6_tmd->op2 = t1_tmd;
    t6_tmd->computed = t6;
    t6_tmd->inst_id = inst_id(t6);
    t6_tmd->ts = ts++;
    inst_map.insert(t6, t6_tmd);
```

3.6.3 Metadata Propagation for Memory Store

When the FP value is stored in the memory, we update the metadata in shadow memory from the shadow stack. We use the memory address value stored as the key to shadow
memory. We copy the real value, lock, and key associated with the temporary in shadow memory. We store the pointer to the temporary’s metadata in the shadow stack.

\[ *\text{res} = \text{t8} \]

It would be translated into LLVM IR as below.

\[
\text{store float } \%\text{t8}, \text{ float* } \%\text{res}
\]

\[
\text{t8\_tmd = inst\_map.at(t8);}
\text{shadow\_mem(res)\rightarrow real = t8\_tmd\rightarrow real;}
\text{shadow\_mem(res)\rightarrow computed = t8;}
\text{shadow\_mem(res)\rightarrow lock = t8\_tmd\rightarrow lock;}
\text{shadow\_mem(res)\rightarrow key = t8\_tmd\rightarrow key;}
\text{shadow\_mem(res)\rightarrow tmd = t8\_tmd;}
\]

### 3.6.4 Metadata Propagation for Memory Load

To perform selective shadow execution, we check if metadata stored in shadow memory is consistent with the oracle on every load instruction. We perform this check by comparing the value read from the memory by the original program and the value stored in metadata in the shadow memory as described in 3.3. If they do not match, we reset the temporary’s metadata similar to the assignment of a constant. If they match, we check if the temporary that has previously written to that location is still valid by checking the lock and key. If so, the entire temporary metadata of the previous writer is copied except the lock and the key. The lock and the key of the new temporary are initialized to the executing function’s lock and key. If the pointer to the previous writer is invalid, we initialize the temporary metadata similar to the assignment of a constant value.

\[
\text{float t1 = } *\text{a;}
\]
It would be translated to load instruction in the LLVM IR as shown below.

\[ t_1 = \text{load float, float* } %a \]

\[
\begin{align*}
t_1\_tmd &= \text{alloca } \%\text{struct.fpsan_tmd} \\
t_1\_tmd->\text{lock} &= \text{func_lock} \\
t_1\_tmd->\text{key} &= \text{func_key} \\
\textbf{if}(t_1 == \text{shadow_mem}(a)->\text{computed}) \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{real} = \text{shadow_mem}(a)->\text{real} \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{computed} = \text{shadow_mem}(a)->\text{computed} \\
&\quad \text{lock} = \text{shadow_mem}(a)->\text{lock} \\
\textbf{if}(*\text{lock} == \text{shadow_mem}(a)->\text{key}) \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{op1} = \text{shadow_mem}(a)->\text{tmd->op1} \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{op2} = \text{shadow_mem}(a)->\text{tmd->op2} \\
\textbf{else} \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{op1} = \text{NULL} \\
&\quad t_2\_tmd->\text{op2} = \text{NULL} \\
\textbf{else} \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{real} = t_1 \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{computed} = t_1 \\
&\quad t_1\_tmd->\text{op1} = \text{NULL} \\
&\quad t_2\_tmd->\text{op2} = \text{NULL} 
\end{align*}
\]
3.6.5 Metadata Propagation for Function Arguments and Function Return

We store metadata in the shadow stack for function arguments called by value and return values. For every call instruction in LLVM IR, we push the metadata in the shadow stack in the same order as passed in the original function call, as shown below.

```c
  t1_tmd = inst_map.at(t1);
  t2_tmd = inst_map.at(t2);
  push_shadow_stack(t1_tmd);
  push_shadow_stack(t2_tmd);
```

```c
  %call = call i32 @foo(float %t1, float %t2), !dbg !34
```

We retrieve the arguments from the shadow stack and copy them to the program stack in the function body.

```c
  define dso_local i32 @foo(float %x, float %y) #0 !dbg !7 {
    x_tmd = pull_shadow_stack();
    inst_map.insert(x, x_tmd);
    y_tmd = pull_shadow_stack();
    inst_map.insert(y, y_tmd);
  }
```

Currently, we do not support variadic functions and multiple return values (e.g., values returned as a pair in LLVM IR). However, similar logic can be extended to support such functions and return values.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the metadata before and after the memory store (i.e., instruction 4). Since a constant value is stored in memory, in shadow memory, we store real value as computed value, computed value, and a pointer to operands metadata as null. In instruction 5, a
function RootCount is called with two FP values passed as values. For function arguments, we store the metadata in the shadow stack in the same order as arguments are passed. In the function body of RootCount (instruction 7), we retrieve the function arguments from the shadow stack and save them in the function’s stack. On a load instruction (instruction 10), we first check if the metadata state is valid by checking if the loaded value and the stored computed value match. Since they match, we copy the metadata from shadow memory to the program’s stack.

3.6.6 Detection and Debugging of Errors

To detect FP errors, a high-precision value is converted to a double value and compared with the original computed double value. If the difference between these two values reaches a user-defined threshold, the numerical error is reported to the user. Similar checks are performed for all FP instructions or user-defined instructions. We also report branch divergence, incorrect float-to-int conversions, and FP exceptions. To enable debugging such errors once they are detected, FPSanitizer produces a DAG of instructions in the set of active functions showing the instruction identifier, and rounding errors occur compared to high-precision values. To generate the DAG of instructions, the FPSanitizer accesses the metadata of instruction that has been reported with an error. FPSanitizer runtime then accesses the operands’ metadata by traversing the pointers stored in the instructions metadata. FPSanitizer traverses the operand’s metadata if it is not a dangling pointer and its timestamp is lower than the instructions’ timestamp. Hence, FPSanitizer generates the DAG of instructions in the active stack frame to diagnose the root cause of the error. If a certain node has an error, but no operands are shown due to the deallocation of the stack frame, then the user needs to put the breakpoint on that node to debug the error in the node’s stack frame.
define dso_local i32 @main(){
  entry:
    %c = alloca double, align 8
    %0 = bitcast double* %c to i8*
    store double 1.83291898112689E+8, double* %c
    %call = call double @RootCount(double 0x3FF708C2A0000000, double 0x40DFBA1A0000000, double* nonnull %c)
    ret i32 0, !dbg !49
}

double @RootCount(double %a, double %b, double* %c){
  entry:
    %mul = fmul double %b, %b
    %mul1 = fmul double %a, 4.000000e+00
    %0 = load double, double* %c
    %mul2 = fmul double %mul1, %0
    %sub = fsub double %mul, %mul2
    ret double %sub
}

Figure 3.6: This figure shows the original program, LLVM IR, and metadata state for each LLVM IR instruction in a shadow memory, shadow stack, and program stack. In step 1, for store instruction, we store the real value, computed value, and pointer to the temporary’s metadata in shadow memory. We do not show instruction-identifier and lock-and-key for simplicity. In-store instruction, a constant value is stored, and hence the pointer to temporary metadata is set to null. In step 2, for call instruction, we push the metadata for function arguments in the shadow stack. In step 3, in the function body, we retrieve the metadata for function arguments from the shadow stack to the program’s stack. In step 4, for fmul instruction, we computed the multiplication in high-precision and stored the real value, computed value, and pointers to operands metadata. In step 5, for load instruction, we load the metadata from shadow memory to the program’s stack. To detect errors, we compare the high-precision value with the computed value and report if the difference is above the user-defined threshold.

Figure 3.7: DAG generated for the catastrophic cancellation with the operation: t8 = t4 – t7 in Figure 3.6.
3.7 Running Example

Figure 3.6 shows the program to compute the number of roots for a quadratic equation. To find the roots of the quadratic equation, we compute the determinant of the equation, and if it is greater than 0, then we have two distinct real roots. If \( b^2 - 4ac > 0 \), then there are two real distinct roots. If the determinant is equal to 0, we have one real root. That is, if \( b^2 - 4ac == 0 \), then, one real root. If the determinant is less than zero, we have no real root, \( b^2 - 4ac < 0 \), then no real root. The C program with float precision returns a number of roots as one. However, with double precision, the number of roots returns as two.

In this example, for input \( a = 1.8309067625725952E+16, b = 3.24664295424E+12, \) and \( c = 1.43923904E+8 \), the expression \( b^2 - 4ac \) experiences catastrophic cancellation, and, hence, the number of roots returned for the given input is incorrect. The result of computation \( b^2 \) experiences a rounding error due to loss of precision. The computation \( 4 \times a \times c \) also experiences a small rounding error due to loss of precision. Also \( 4 \times a \times c \) results in a very close value to \( b^2 \). The most significant digits are canceled and result in 0 during subtraction of these expressions in comparison to 42.2 in high-precision. Since the result of the subtraction is equal to 0, the number of roots is returned as 1. Figure 3.6 shows the state of metadata in a shadow memory, shadow stack, and the program’s stack. Using our approach, we detected the high rounding in line 18, and we diagnosed that the root cause of the error is the rounding error in line 15 due to loss of precision. This rounding error is magnified in line 18 due to catastrophic cancellation. Figure 3.7 shows the DAG generated for this program using FPSanitizer.

3.8 Implementation Details of Our Prototype

In this section, we describe the implementation details for the FPSanitizer prototype. FP-Sanitizer instruments the program at compile-time to transform the program to enable shadow execution with high-precision computation. FPSanitizer prototype consists of a
llvm-pass to instrument the program at compile-time. Our LLVM pass adds function calls defined in our runtime library to perform high-precision computation using the MPFR library. Our runtime library maintains the metadata in shadow memory.

### 3.8.1 Shadow Memory

Our goal is to map every memory address to a shadow memory location. We have explored two different designs to implement shadow memory: a trie-based data structure [81] and a hash-table based shadow memory organization [83, 110]. These designs provide a tradeoff to the user between the performance and accuracy of our error detection framework. A trie-based data structure is implemented similar to a page table. In such an implementation, a set of memory address bits is used to access each trie level. A trie-based implementation provides a mechanism to shadow the entire virtual address space. However, we need to shadow the virtual address space for floating-point variables. Hence, the FPSanitizer prototype shadow memory is implemented as a hash table with a fixed number of entries similar to a directly-accessed cache.

In a hash-table based implementation, the memory address is used as a key to access the hash table. Each entry in the hash-table is the metadata stored associated with the memory address used as a key. If two addresses map to the same shadow memory location (hash-table conflict), FPSanitizer updates the shadow memory with the last writer. We handle this loss of information on conflicts using our technique to perform shadow execution from an arbitrary memory state (Section 3.3). In such cases, we lose the information associated with the first writer. However, if the hash-table size is big enough, then information loss due to collisions can be avoided leading to high-performance overheads.

### 3.8.2 Shadow Stack

FPSanitizer prototype maps each FP variable in register with high-precision value in program stack. We allocate the space for metadata for variables stored in the registers on the
program stack, and space is reclaimed on function exit. We need to propagate the metadata for function arguments and return values. However, passing the metadata on a program stack would require changing the calling conventions. Hence, we propagate metadata for function arguments (pass by value) and return values on a shadow stack. We allocate the space for the shadow stack before the program starts executing using mmap. To access the stack, we use a global variable that points to the top of the stack. On a function call, we increment the global variable by a number of arguments in a function body and decrement it by the same amount on a function exit. To propagate the metadata for the arguments passed by value in a function call instruction, we store the equivalent high-precision value in the shadow stack. Once the function body starts executing, we retrieve the metadata from the shadow stack for the arguments.

3.8.3 Management of Lock and Key Metadata

We store lock and key metadata for the temporal safety of the pointers. We store pointers to the metadata stored in a stack frame in our metadata. However, accessing such pointers once the stack frame is deallocated can result in a crash or a generation of a wrong DAG. Hence, before accessing such a pointer, we need to check if the pointer is valid. To enable this check, we associate the lock and key with each stack frame. At the beginning of a program, we map a region and call it a set of locks. On a function call (i.e., the stack frame is allocated), we assign one free lock from the set of locks and store the unique identifier at the lock. We associate the address of the lock and the unique identifier with each function. Any pointer that points to the location in the stack inherits the lock and the key of that function. On a function exit, we invalidate the identifier by setting it to zero stored at the lock. Hence, the identifier stored at the lock won’t match the identifier inherited by the function for the same lock. Hence, this check enables us to access only safe pointers while generating a DAG of instructions. The size of the lock space is bounded by the number of active functions.
3.8.4 Usage

To use FPSanitizer, the user should compile the program using clang with our LLVM pass. Our runtime library is implemented as a shared library and linked with the program. The users can run FPSanitizer in two modes - error detection mode and debugging mode. An error file is generated in the error detection mode once the program finishes the execution. The error report file contains the number of instances for high-rounding error (above user-defined threshold), instances of branch flips, FP exceptions, and incorrect FP to int conversions. In debugging mode, users can run FPSanitizer with interactive debuggers like gdb. Using FPSanitizer in the debug mode, the developer can insert breakpoints/watchpoints on the exported functions and generate the DAG of instructions for root-cause analysis. However, FPSanitizer has low-performance overheads in error detection mode as we do not store additional information about instructions in the metadata.

3.9 Summary

This chapter proposes an FPSanitizer prototype to detect and debug numerical errors in floating-point applications. FPSanitizer LLVM IR passes instruments to the program at compile time to enable shadow execution with high precision. FPSanitizer uses the LLVM IR type system to only instrument FP instructions. Every FP variable in LLVM IR is shadowed with a high-precision value in shadow memory. In addition, we store extra information about instructions to generate the backtrace of the program for root-cause analysis. Our key contribution is the design of metadata space for different types of variables in LLVM IR and the propagation of metadata with each FP instruction. Our approach stores a constant amount of metadata per instruction in shadow memory to reduce memory overheads.

To further reduce the overheads of shadow execution, our metadata encoding enables the user to start the shadow execution at an arbitrary point during the dynamic execution
of the program. This technique helps the user detect and debug numerical errors for small regions in the program.

To debug numerical errors with each instruction, we store pointers to the metadata entry for operands. Using this information, we access the metadata of operands recursively and generate the directed acyclic graph of instructions. The DAG of instructions shows the backtrace of the program responsible for the error detected. In addition, our debugging support helps the user diagnose the error's root cause.

Our experimental studies found the debugging support useful while implementing and debugging a wide range of floating-point applications. In addition, our prototype FPSANITIZER is an order of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art as shown in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 4
PARALLEL SHADOW EXECUTION TO ACCELERATE THE DEBUGGING OF NUMERICAL ERRORS

In Chapter 3 we discussed inlined shadow execution with real numbers to detect numerical errors comprehensively. In shadow execution, every floating-point instruction is inlined with equivalent high-precision computation (e.g., using MPFR library [39]). Numerical errors are reported to the user if the FP and high-precision values differ significantly. Shadow execution with high-precision computation can detect a wide range of numerical errors: rounding errors due to accumulation and catastrophic cancellation, branch diverges, incorrect float-to-int conversions, and FP exception values. However, inline shadow execution is a heavy-weight technique and introduces huge overheads of more than $100 \times$ [6, 99]. The main reason for the high-performance overheads is the software emulation of a real number using the MPFR library. The high overheads due to inlined shadow execution with high-precision computation prevents the use of such tools with long-running applications. Our goal is to enable shadow execution tools to debug numerical errors with long-running applications. This chapter proposes a parallel shadow execution technique to debug numerical errors with long-running applications with low-performance overheads.

Our goal is to perform a parallel shadow execution and still provide a fine-grained comparison of high-precision computation with floating-point computation to detect numerical errors. In our approach, we automatically create a new high-precision program that mirrors the original program’s floating-point computation. The original program provides the FP computed values to the high-precision program to provide the fine-grained comparison of each FP instruction with high-precision instruction. However, running the original and high-precision programs on different cores won’t provide significant speedup compared to inlined shadow execution because the high-precision execution is significantly slower than
the original program. Hence, we need a mechanism to split the high-precision program into various fragments to run in parallel to provide scalable speedups. However, each fragment is dependent on the prior fragment as they are derived from a sequential program. Hence, we need a mechanism to break this dependency by initializing the memory state appropriately for each such parallel fragment of shadow execution.

4.1 High-Level Overview of Our Approach

In our approach, the user specifies parts of the code that needs to be debugged, similar to task-parallel programs as shown in Figure 4.1 (a). Our compiler creates shadow execution tasks based on user input that mirror the original program but execute the FP computation with higher precision in parallel. The shadow execution tasks are sequential since they are created from the sequential program. Hence, they depend on each other and need the memory state from the prior tasks. To execute the shadow tasks in parallel, we need to break the dependencies between these tasks by providing the memory state and input arguments. We also need to ensure that the parallel task follows the same control-flow path as the original program to be useful for debugging.

Our key insight is to use the FP value produced by the original program as the oracle whenever we do not have the high-precision information available. Our approach uses the FP value as an oracle to break the dependency between shadow tasks. Hence, shadow tasks are independent of each other, but they depend on the original program for FP values to reset the state. Since the original program is an order of magnitude faster than the high-precision program, we get scalable speedups, as shown in Figure 4.3. The original program provides the required FP values, memory addresses, and branch conditions to the high-precision shadow tasks via the queue. The original program and the shadow execution task execute in a decoupled fashion and communicate only through the queues. Our compiler instruments the original program to enqueue the required values and instruments the
shadow tasks to dequeue these values. Our compiler also updates the branch instructions in the shadow tasks to branch conditions from the original program.

When the shadow execution task loads a value from a memory location, it needs to identify whether that task previously wrote the memory location. The high-precision value is available in memory when the task has previously been written to that address. Otherwise, it needs to initialize the shadow execution using the FP value from the original program. Our mechanism to perform such a check is similar to selective shadow execution in Chapter 3. We identify such cases using the original computed FP value as the oracle. The shadow execution task stores both the high-precision value and FP value produced by the program in its memory when it performs a store. Then when the shadow execution task performs a load, it checks whether the loaded FP value from memory and the value produced by the program is identical. The FP values from the program and the ones in the memory of the shadow task will mismatch when the shadow task is accessing the memory address for the first time or when the memory address depends on values from prior shadow tasks. In such cases, the shadow task uses the FP value from the program as the oracle and re-initializes its memory. This technique of using the original program’s FP value as an oracle allows us to execute shadow execution tasks from an arbitrary state. Furthermore, to enable effective debugging of numerical errors, the shadow execution task also maintains information about the operation that produced the value in memory. This additional information can be used to provide a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG) of instructions responsible for the error, similar to FPSanitizer in Chapter 3.

To get scalable speedups, we need to automatically run these tasks on multiple cores and balance the workload. The execution time of the shadow task depends on the user annotations to create shadow tasks. Hence, shadow tasks could vary in execution time, and we need a mechanism to automatically balance the workload on multiple cores. To achieve this goal, we map a shadow execution task to one of the cores in the system, similar to the work-stealing algorithm, dynamically balancing the load. In our approach, we maintain an
active task list and a team of threads equal to the number of cores in the system. All these threads wait on a task queue and steal a task to execute it till completion. The shadow tasks are embarrassingly parallel as they are not dependent on each other and do not share any data structure. Hence, shadow tasks are executed till completion without any synchronization. The decoupled execution of the original program and shadow tasks with dynamic load balancing provides significant speedups with the increase in the number of cores.

Our prototype, PFPSanitizer, enhances the LLVM compiler to instrument the program and generate shadow execution tasks. PFPSanitizer’s runtime creates a team of threads for shadow execution, allocates bounded queues to communicate values for shadow execution tasks, and dynamically assigns shadow execution tasks to the cores to balance the load. The speedup with PFPSanitizer over inlined shadow execution depends on the number of shadow tasks. If the user does not create any task, the entire execution is a single task, and the PFPSanitizer can attain a maximum speedup of $2 \times$. However, when the user creates a sufficient number of shadow tasks, PFPSanitizer is approximately $30 \times$ faster on average on a machine with 64-cores compared to FPSanitizer, which is the state-of-the-art for debugging FP programs. Our performance results are evaluated in chapter 6.

4.2 How Does Our Compiler Generate Shadow Tasks?

Our goal is to run shadow execution with high-precision in parallel to reduce the performance overheads of inlined shadow execution with long-running applications. Our design goal is to minimize the communication between threads. Hence, we separate the high-precision computation from the original program in our design and create a high-precision program. The original program and the high-precision program can run in parallel. However, we want to provide a fine-grained comparison of each FP instruction with the equivalent high-precision instruction to assist the user in debugging the numerical errors. Hence, the original program provides the original FP values to the high-precision program. In our model, the original program works as a producer, and the shadow program works as a con-
1 float foo(float *a, float *b){
2   #pragma pfpsan{
3     float aval = *a;
4     float bval = *b;
5     float x1 = aval + bval;
6     float x2 = x1 - aval;
7     float x3 = x2 - bval;
8     float z = 0.0;
9     if(x3 == 0){
10        z = x2*x3;
11     }
12    else{
13        z = x2+x3;
14     }
15   }
16   return z;
17}

(a) Original program with a directive

1 void foo_shadow(task & t){
2     task = create_task();
3     task.enqueue(a, aval);
4     task.enqueue(b, bval);
5     task.enqueue(x3 == 0);
6     if(x3 == 0){
7        z = x2*x3;
8     }
9     else{
10        z = x2+x3;
11     }
12     task.enqueue(z);
13     end_task(task);
14   }

(b) Compiler generated producer program with FP computation

(c) Compiler generated shadow execution task with high-precision computation

Figure 4.1: Transformations done by the PFPSANITIZER’s compiler. (a) Program with pfpsan directive. (b) The producer (original program) with additional instrumentation to write FP values and addresses to the queue. The producer passes the address of the memory read and the actual FP value because it enables the shadow execution task to map the address to a shadow memory address. The FP value enables it to check if the shadow task is starting from an arbitrary memory state. (c) The consumer (shadow execution task) that performs high-precision computation. By default, PFPSANITIZER checks error on every branch condition and return value (i.e., pfpsan_check_branch and pfpsan_check_return)

consumer. Our compiler instruments the original program to push the computed FP values to the queue and instruments the shadow program to read these FP values. Our compiler adds an instruction in the shadow task to compare the FP and high-precision values to detect numerical errors. This model with one producer and one consumer gives us almost $2 \times$ speedup compared to inlined shadow execution. However, our goal is to achieve higher speedups with the addition of multiple cores. Hence, we need a mechanism to split the shadow execution into various fragments. To achieve this goal, we take the input from the user. More often, the user has insights into the critical code regions with floating-point computations. Using these insights, the user marks the code regions to debug numerical errors. Based on user input, our compiler creates shadow tasks.

In our approach, the programmer marks parts of the program that need to be debugged with the pfpsan directive (i.e., pragma pfpsan in Figure 4.1 (a)). Each pfpsan directive
represents a scoped block where the programmer suspects the presence of numerical errors and wants to debug them with shadow execution. Our compiler generates a shadow execution task for each such directive. Each such directive corresponds to a single shadow task, which can be executed on another core. Our design does not support nested directives. If the dynamic execution encounters nested directives, the nested directives are ignored, and the shadow execution task corresponds to the outermost directive. If the user marks the loop body as one shadow task, there would be k shadow tasks at run time if the loop body is executed k times. If the user marks the entire program as one shadow task, such as the user places the directive at the beginning of the main method, the entire program will be a single shadow execution task. It can at most get a speedup of $2 \times$ over inlined shadow execution. As the programmer introduces more directives, more shadow execution tasks can be executed in parallel. The introduction of additional non-nested directives decreases the window of instructions tracked to debug an error. Numerical errors have a relatively small window of dynamic instructions that are useful to debug and fix the error [18, 99]. Hence, when the programmer uses a sufficient number of directives, the programmer can
Figure 4.3: In this figure, we show the timestamp execution of the original program. In (a), we show the user annotated program. The user has marked function foo and bar as the shadow tasks. Our compiler creates foo_shadow, a high-precision program that mirrors the function foo, and bar_shadow, a high-precision program that mirrors the function bar in the original program. In our approach, foo_shadow and bar_shadow are independent, but they depend on the original function foo and bar, respectively. In the example, function main starts executing at timestamp 1, then foo starts at timestamp 2, and shadow task foo_shadow starts after timestamp 2. Then, the bar starts executing at timestamp 3, and bar_shadow starts executing after timestamp 3. Since the original program is significantly faster than the high-precision shadow tasks, we achieve executing shadow tasks foo_shadow and bar in parallel.
obtain sufficient speedup and relatively rich DAG of instructions to debug the error using our approach.

We want the original program and the shadow task to execute independently with minimum communication. In our design, there is one producer (original program) and many consumers (shadow tasks), and they communicate through bounded queues. There is no communication or dependency between shadow tasks. Consumers do not stall since the producer is significantly faster than the consumers.

Our shadow tasks perform high-precision computation and have no information about integer operations. Therefore, it is challenging to mirror memory operations and branch instructions in the shadow tasks without integer operations. However, we need to ensure that the shadow task follows the same control-flow path as the original program for effective debugging. We also need to ensure that high-precision computations are propagated through memory as FP values in the original program are. The original program provides the outcome of branch instructions and memory addresses touched by the original program accessing FP values to handle such scenarios. Hence, we instrument the load/store instructions with FP values and branch instruction to enqueue memory addresses and branch outcomes. Similarly, our compiler instruments the shadow execution tasks to dequeue these values. Figure 4.1 (b) and (c) shows the modified original program and the shadow execution task corresponding to the directive.

4.2.1 Modified original program

Our compiler modifies the original program to facilitate communication with shadow tasks. Whenever our compiler encounters the pfpsan pragma, it adds a call to the runtime to obtain a unique task identifier and a queue associated with it. For each FP computation within the scope of the pfpsan directive, our compiler instruments the original program to enqueue the live FP values. Additionally, our compiler instruments the load/store instruction and branch instructions. For each load instruction, our compiler instruments the original pro-
gram to provide the memory address and the value read from that address. Our compiler instruments the store instruction to provide the memory address to the shadow task. For each branch instruction, our compiler enqueues the branch condition to provide information about the branch conditions.

PFPSanitizer’s runtime maintains the active task list. At the end of the scoped block corresponding to the directive, the compiler adds a runtime call to enqueue the shadow task in the task list with the task identifier.

4.2.2 Shadow execution task

PFPSanitizer creates a shadow execution task that performs the higher-precision execution based on the pfpsan pragma directive provided by the user. To detect numerical errors, the shadow task compares the high-precision computation with FP computation. Furthermore, to provide support to analyzing the root cause of the error, the shadow task also provides the DAG of instructions showing the error propagation similar to FPSanitizer as shown in Chapter 3.

The PFPSanitizer compiler clones the original function and replaces the FP computations with equivalent high-precision computations to create a shadow task. To improve performance, our compiler deletes all other non-FP instructions except the branch instructions. Furthermore, to propagate the metadata with load/store instruction, our compiler replaces FP load and stores operations with loads and stores of MPFR data type in shadow memory.

For each load instruction in the shadow task, PFPSanitizer’s compiler introduces the dequeue operation to read the memory address, and the value read from that memory address. Subsequently, the PFPSanitizer’s compiler inserts a runtime call in the shadow execution task to access the shadow memory corresponding to the address of the load instruction. Our compiler copies the metadata from shadow memory to the stack. Additionally, our compiler checks if metadata is valid using the original FP computed value for each load
Figure 4.4: Metadata maintained with temporaries and in shadow memory. Every temporary’s metadata has the operation (op), float value, real value (MPFR), pointers to operands that produced it, and lock-key metadata for temporal safety similar to Chapter 3, which we do not show here for simplicity. Every FP value in memory has metadata in shadow memory that has the FP value, the real value, and the pointer to the previous writer’s metadata. The arrows indicate how a DAG can be constructed using the metadata.

instruction. This check enables us to start shadow execution at an arbitrary point in the program by using the original program as the oracle. For each store instruction, our compiler stores the metadata associated with the FP value being stored in shadow memory.

The shadow execution task does not perform any integer operations. Since the shadow task needs to follow the same control flow path as the original program, PFPSanitizer inserts a dequeue operation from the queue to obtain the branch outcome of the producer. Subsequently, it changes the branch condition in the shadow execution task to branch based on the producer’s branch outcome. Figure 4.1 (c) shows the shadow execution task created by the PFPSanitizer compiler for the program in Figure 4.1(a). Overall, PFPSanitizer’s compiler generates a high-precision version of the program that executes FP operations with a MPFR type and will follow the exact same control-flow path as the original program during execution.
4.3 Dynamic Execution of Original Program and Shadow Tasks

PFPSanitizer’s runtime maintains a list of empty buffers double the size of the number of cores in the processor to facilitate the communication between the original program and the shadow tasks. As the producer executes and encounters the pragma directive, it selects the buffer identifier and begins enqueuing FP values, memory addresses, and branch conditions to the buffer. Once the producer reaches the end of the scoped block corresponding to the directive, it enqueues the shadow task and the buffer identifier associated with it to the active task list.

PFPSanitizer’s runtime creates a pool of threads at the start of the producer’s execution, which executes the shadow execution tasks. These threads wait on the task list. Any available thread dequeues the shadow task with the buffer identifier from the task list and starts executing the shadow task. PFPSANITIZER’s runtime employs a work-stealing algorithm to dispatch a shadow execution task to a thread in the pool. The thread executes a shadow execution task to completion, which is similar to task parallel runtimes [92]. To keep the resource (memory) usage bounded, there are a fixed number of entries in the task queue. If the producer (i.e., the original program) creates more tasks than the size of the task queue, then the producer stalls until there is space in the queue. Also, the original program uses float or double types that have hardware support, and it is substantially faster than the software MPFR library. Hence, the original program dequeues more tasks than are executed by threads. That means there are sufficient shadow execution tasks for the pool of threads to execute. To minimize contention, the queue used to communicate values from the producer to the shadow execution task uses non-blocking data structures. The use of non-blocking tasks and the work-stealing algorithm ensures dynamic load balancing and provides scalable speedups.
Figure 4.5: Our approach to execute shadow tasks from an arbitrary memory state. PFPSanitizer maintains the FP value in shadow memory and checks if the program’s FP value is exactly equal to the value in shadow memory. If so, it uses the real value for subsequent shadow execution. Otherwise, it uses the program’s FP value as the oracle. Here, pfpsan_load first maps the producer’s address to a shadow address and retrieves the metadata from shadow memory.

### 4.3.1 Metadata to Detect and Debug Errors

Our compiler generates the shadow task in high precision to detect and debug numerical errors. At compile-time, FP variables are either resident in registers or in memory. We need to store additional information for each FP variable to facilitate error detection and debugging. Similar to FPSanitizer in Chapter 3, for each FP variable in the register, we store metadata in the program stack. For each FP variable stored in memory, we store metadata in shadow memory.

We maintain the real value (i.e., the MPFR data type) with each temporary to detect errors in the FP program compared to an oracle execution with real numbers (i.e., the MPFR data type). Figure 4.4 shows the metadata maintained with each temporary. For each FP computation in the original program, the shadow task reads the FP value from the queue provided by the original program and compares it with the high-precision computation. The metadata for temporaries also maintains information about the operation and the pointers to the metadata of the instruction’s operands. For each detected rounding error, PFPSanitizer provides the DAG of instructions. The instruction detected with the high-rounded error is the root of the DAG, and the next level shows the operands of this instruction. Figure 4.4 also illustrates the construction of the DAG using the metadata in shadow memory and for the temporaries, which is similar to our design in FPSanitizer 3.
To enable the execution of shadow tasks from an arbitrary memory state, we also maintain the computed value in the metadata. Using the computed value in metadata, PFPSanitizer performs the check to identify if metadata in shadow memory is valid or not. If it is not valid, then metadata is reset to the original computed value provided by the original program through a queue.

For every memory location, we maintain the real value and the pointer to the metadata of the temporary that was previously written to that memory location. For each store instruction, the metadata associated with the temporary being stored is copied to the shadow memory. On a memory operation that reads a FP value from memory to a variable, the shadow execution task creates a new metadata entry for the variable (i.e., a temporary). It copies the real value from shadow memory to the temporary’s metadata. Further, it copies the information about the previous writer and its operands to facilitate the subsequent construction of the DAG. It also performs the check by comparing the computed value stored in the shadow memory and the original FP value provided by the producer to start the shadow execution from an arbitrary state.

4.3.2 Shadow Execution from an Arbitrary Memory State

Since shadow tasks are created from a sequential program, shadow tasks are also sequential, and they depend on the prior task for the memory state. Hence, we need to provide an appropriate memory state for the shadow execution tasks. Our key insight is to use FP values from the original program (the producer) to reset the memory state and start the shadow execution from an arbitrary memory state. Using FP values from the original program as an oracle, we reset the memory state whenever shadow execution lacks information (i.e., either due to an uninstrumented library call or the task is accessing an untracked location for the first time). Hence, shadow tasks are dependent on the original program to reset the state whenever required but not on each other. Furthermore, using our insight, shadow tasks can execute when prior shadow tasks have not been completed. Hence, shadow tasks can run in
parallel on multiple cores as long as the original program has executed the corresponding instructions.

In addition to the live FP values and addresses for the memory accesses, the producer also provides the FP value loaded by the program on every memory read instruction. The shadow execution task maintains the FP value in the metadata for both temporaries and shadow memory locations, as shown in Figure 4.4. For every memory read operation, the shadow task reads the metadata from the shadow memory associated with the memory address. Before reading the metadata, the shadow task performs a check to identify if the metadata is valid or not. The metadata will be valid if written by the same shadow task. However, it would be invalid if it was written by the prior shadow task. If metadata is invalid, it is reset to the original value read from memory. This idea which we call selective shadow execution enables the execution of shadow tasks from an arbitrary memory state. To perform this check, the shadow task retrieves the address of the memory operation and the FP value produced by the producer from the queue. Then, it accesses the shadow memory location corresponding to the address provided by the producer and checks if the FP value in the metadata is exactly equal to the FP value from the producer. If they match, PFPSanitizer continues to use the real value in the metadata because the shadow task previously wrote to that location. Otherwise, PFPSanitizer uses the FP value from the producer as the oracle and reinitializes the shadow memory for that memory location with the producer’s FP value. If the FP values do not match, then the previous writer to the particular memory location did not update metadata. Such mismatches happen when an update occurs in uninstrumented code, or the update happens in other shadow tasks. Figure 4.5 illustrates our approach to starting shadow execution from an arbitrary memory state with this technique. This idea of starting a shadow task from an arbitrary memory state is similar to selective shadow execution described in Chapter 3.
4.3.3 Detecting and Debugging Errors

The shadow tasks perform computation in high precision and get the equivalent original FP value from the producer. To detect FP errors, PFPSanitizer’s runtime converts the MPFR value in the shadow task to a double value and compares it to the double value generated by the producer. If the error exceeds some threshold, it can be reported to the user. Such checks are performed on branch conditions that use FP values, arguments to system calls, return values from functions, and user-specified operations. This fine-grained comparison of the FP program and the high-precision execution enables comprehensive detection of numerical errors. Once the shadow task finishes the execution, it generates the error report with the number of instances found with rounding errors above some user-defined threshold. Using the error report, the user can run the application with gdb and put a breakpoint in the dynamic execution where the error was reported. Once execution reaches the breakpoint, the user can call a function defined PFPSanitizer’s runtime to generate the DAG of instructions responsible for the error. Using the DAG of instructions, the user can diagnose the root cause of the error, as illustrated below with an example.

4.4 Illustration of Our Approach

This section describes how PFPSANITIZER helped us detect infinities and NaNs in Cholesky decomposition from the Polybench benchmark suite. We also describe how we have debugged the root cause of the error using PFPSANITIZER debugging support. PFPSanitizer detected infinities and NaNs (i.e., exceptional conditions) at various places in the application. Unfortunately, the program’s code or documentation did not explain the exception.

Cholesky decomposition [50] is a widely used algorithm in various domains and problems such as Monte Carlo simulation and Kalman filters. Cholesky takes a $N \times N$ positive-definite matrix $A$ as input and outputs a lower triangular matrix where $L \times L^T = A$, where
Figure 4.6: A DAG of instructions generated by PFPSANITIZER while debugging the error in Cholesky. Each node shows the opcode, instruction id, computed value, real value and the numerical error occurred. (a) The DAG for the \texttt{fdiv} instruction that results in infinities (inf). (b) The DAG for the \texttt{fadd} instruction that is the root cause of the error.

$L^T$ is the transpose of $L$. Lower triangular matrix $L$ is computed as shown below, where $i$ and $j$ represent matrix indices.

\[
L_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
  i = j : & \sqrt{A(i,i) - \sum_{k=0}^{i-1} L(i,k)^2} \\
  i > j : & \frac{A(i,j) - \sum_{k=0}^{i-1} L(i,k)L(k,j)}{L(j,j)}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.1)

It can be observed that the computation can produce infinities (and NaNs when infinities get propagated) when $L(j,j)$ evaluates to zero, which happens when the matrix $A$ is not positive semi-definite. To make the matrix positive semi-definite, Cholesky in Polybench computes $A = A \times A^T$. When this computation is performed with reals, the resulting matrix $A$ is positive semi-definite for all inputs.
We generated inputs to this application using an input generator and ran the application with PFPSanitizer using those inputs. Specifically, when we generated the input matrix.

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
1.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
5200.0 & 1.0 & 0.0 \\
0.0 & 5472.0 & 1.0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

PFPSanitizer detected NaNs and infinities in the program. Next, we describe the process we used to debug this error.

When the matrix \( A \) is adjusted to make it positive semi-definite (i.e., \( A \times A^T \)), the resultant matrix \( A \) in real numbers is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1.0 & 5200.0 & 0.0 \\
5200.0 & 27040001.0 & 5472.0 \\
0.0 & 5472.0 & 29942785.0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

Using PFPSANITIZER, we observed that the program computes the following matrix.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1.0 & 5200.0 & 0.0 \\
5200.0 & 27040000.0 & 5472.0 \\
0.0 & 5472.0 & 29942785.0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

Specifically, when computed with real numbers, \( A[1][1] \) cannot be exactly represented in a 32-bit float. Hence, it is rounded to 27040000. PFPSANITIZER identified that the computation of \( A[1][1] \) in the lower triangular matrix differs from the oracle execution. Specifically, \( A[1][1] \) is computed as \( A[1][1] - (A[1][0] \times A[1][0]) \). The FP program produces a 0, whereas the oracle execution with real arithmetic produces 1. Subsequent division operation results in infinities for the 32-bit float version.

We used the gdb debugger to insert a conditional breakpoint in the PFPSanitizer’s runtime when the program produces an infinity or a NaN in the result of any operation. We
observed that the breakpoint was triggered with a \texttt{fdiv} instruction. We generated the DAG in the debugger. Figure 4.6 provides the DAG, where each node provides the instruction (instruction opcode:instruction id) and a number of bits of error with it. Figure 4.6(a) shows that error occurs in \texttt{fadd:450} and is amplified by \texttt{fsub:218}. To identify why \texttt{fadd:450} has any error, we set a breakpoint on the \texttt{fadd} instruction if the error is greater than or equal to 28 bits. Figure 4.6(b) shows the DAG generated by PFPSanitizer. The real execution with the MPFR type computed 27040001 while the FP computation produced 27040000. The value 27040001 cannot be exactly represented in a 32-bit float, and it is rounded to 27040000. We reported this bug to the maintainers of the PolyBench suite. They have acknowledged the error. For performance reasons, all kernels in the PolyBench suite avoid such checks. They delegate the responsibility of checking invalid inputs to the user. Our experience demonstrates that PFPSanitizer will be useful in debugging errors that result from such implicit preconditions.

4.5 Implementation Considerations

PFPSANITIZER enhances the LLVM compiler to add instrumentation to the original program and create shadow execution tasks. PFPSANITIZER’s runtime is in C++, linked with the binary when the program is compiled. Specifically, the runtime manages task creation, management of queues associated with tasks, creation of worker threads, and the implementation of the work-stealing algorithm to dynamically balance the load among the threads. Although the producer creates numerous shadow tasks, the number of threads created by the runtime equals the number of cores in the system to avoid unnecessary context switches. We describe important implementation decisions in building the PFPSanitizer prototype. The design and implementation of metadata space for variables in registers and in memory are similar to FPSanitizer’s approach discussed in Chapter 3.
4.5.1 Shadow Memory Organization

A shadow execution task accesses shadow memory, which maps each memory address with an FP value to its corresponding real value. Each worker thread has its own shadow memory, which is completely isolated from the shadow memory of other threads. To bound the memory usage, PFPSanitizer uses a fixed-size shadow memory for each thread that is organized as a best-effort hash table (similar to a direct-mapped cache). In a conflict, when two addresses map to the same shadow memory location, PFPSanitizer overwrites the shadow memory location with the information about the latest writer. We handle this loss of information on conflicts using our technique to perform shadow execution from an arbitrary memory state.

4.5.2 Management of Temporary Metadata Space

PFPSANITIZER maintains metadata with each temporary in the LLVM intermediate representation. PFPSANITIZER allocates metadata space for temporaries in the program stack at function entry. Once the function exits, metadata space for temporaries is reclaimed automatically. In metadata, we store a pointer to the operands metadata. Once the stack frame is deallocated, then the metadata for some temporaries might store a dangling pointer. Accessing such a pointer while generating the DAG of instructions would crash. Hence, PFPSanitizer’s runtime also checks the validity of the temporary metadata pointer in shadow memory before dereferencing it, which is similar to FPSanitizer’s temporal safety checking described in Chapter 3. Rather than maintaining a unique metadata entry for each dynamic instruction, PFPSanitizer maintains a unique entry for each static instruction. As a result, PFPSanitizer produces DAGs restricted to the last iteration in a program with loops similar to FPSanitizer.
4.5.3 Handling Indirect Function Calls

PFPSanitizer’s compiler creates a high-precision version for each function in the program. PFPSanitizer’s runtime maintains the mapping between the address of the original function and the address of the corresponding shadow function. PFPSanitizer’s compiler replaces all direct function calls with corresponding shadow functions in the shadow execution task. However, for indirect function calls, we do not know the equivalent shadow function at compile time.

To handle indirect functions (i.e., calls through a function pointer), for every indirect function call in the original program, PFPSANITIZER introduces the dequeue operation to provide the function address to the shadow task. Then, at the equivalent location in the shadow task PFPSANITIZER compiler introduces a call to the runtime that uses the address of the original function provided by the producer on the queue and calls the corresponding shadow function using the mapping maintained by the runtime.

4.5.4 Support for Multithreaded Applications

Although we describe our approach as assuming a single-threaded program, our approach will work seamlessly with multithreaded applications. As PFPSanitizer treats the FP value produced by the program as the oracle, it can detect errors even in programs with races. However, it will not detect errors specifically due to data races. One challenge with multithreaded applications is the allocation of cores to the original program and the shadow execution tasks. Parallel shadow execution with PFPSanitizer will be beneficial compared to inlined shadow execution when at least one core is unused by the original multithreaded application.

4.5.5 Usage with Interactive Debuggers

PFPSanitizer supports debugging with interactive debuggers like gdb. We propagate debugging symbols from the original program to the shadow execution task to enable such
debugging. We export functions defined in the PFPSANITIZER’s runtime for the user to call to enable debugging numerical errors with gdb. Hence, the developer can insert breakpoints/watchpoints on functions in the shadow execution task. We support two modes in PFPSANITIZER—error detection and error debugging. In detection mode, PFPSANITIZER generates the error report once the execution finishes. In detection mode, we do not store the pointer to operands metadata to enable debugging of numerical errors. Hence, the error detection mode has lower overheads than the debugging mode. In error debugging mode, the user can generate the DAG of instructions by calling a runtime function for root-cause analysis with gdb. The backward slice of the instructions with the DAG and the detection enabled us to find and debug errors with the Cholesky application.

4.6 Summary

In shadow analysis, real numbers are typically simulated with a high-precision software library (i.e., MPFR library). Hence, a software simulation of real numbers is the major reason for high overheads. One way to reduce the overheads is to perform shadow analysis in parallel on multicore machines.

This chapter proposed a novel approach to detecting and debugging numerical errors in long-running applications that perform shadow analysis in parallel. In our model, the user specifies parts of the program that need to be debugged. Our compiler creates shadow execution tasks that mirror the original program for these specified regions but performs FP computations with high precision in parallel. Since we are creating shadow tasks from a sequential program, shadow tasks are also sequential depending on prior tasks for memory state. To execute the shadow tasks in parallel, we need to break the dependency between them by providing the appropriate memory state and input arguments. Moreover, to correctly detect the numerical errors in the original program, shadow tasks need to follow the same control flow as in the original program. Our key insight is to use FP values computed by the original program to start the shadow task from some arbitrary memory state. Our
compiler introduces the additional instrumentation in the original program to provide live FP values, branch outcomes, and memory addresses. To ensure shadow tasks follow the same control flow as the original program, our compiler updates every branch instruction in the shadow task to use the branch outcomes of the original program. The original program and shadow tasks execute in a decoupled fashion and communicate via a non-blocking queue. Our shadow tasks do not have any information about integer operations in the original program. Hence, shadow tasks get the memory address from the queue and map it to the shadow memory location with a high-precision value. On every memory load in the original program, shadow tasks access the shadow memory and check if it has a valid high-precision value. If this check fails, the shadow task initializes the shadow memory with a computed FP value. Hence, using the FP value from the original program enables us to perform parallel shadow execution from a sequential program. To detect the numerical error, the shadow task compares the high precision value with the actual computed value and reports it to the user if the difference is above some threshold. Similarly, to detect branch flips, the shadow task compares the FP branch outcome in the actual program with the high precision branch outcome in the shadow task. To run shadow tasks in parallel, our runtime maps shadow tasks to one of the available cores using a work-stealing algorithm to get scalable speedups. Once the shadow task reports the error, a directed acyclic graph of instructions is generated to give feedback to the user. Using the DAG of instruction, users can identify the root cause of the error.

Our tool PFPSANITIZER is an order of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art and comprehensively detects numerical errors within the specified regions. PFPSANITIZER helped us to detect and debug numerical errors in the Cholesky benchmark from the Polybench suite. Although we have shown our approach for sequential programs, our technique seamlessly works for parallel programs. Also, this technique can be applied to a wide variety of shadow analysis such as data race detection, memory safety analysis, and taint analysis.
In our approach, the user annotates the program to help the compiler to generate the shadow tasks. However, often the user does not have insights to mark the code regions for debugging. In such a scenario user can mark the entire program as one shadow task, giving almost $2\times$ speedup over FPSANITIZER. An alternative approach could automatically generate the shadow tasks without any user input. In this work, we do not tackle the problem of identifying the code regions automatically for numerical error debugging, and we leave it for future work.
CHAPTER 5
A LIGHTWEIGHT ORACLE USING ERROR-FREE-TRANSFORMATIONS FOR SHADOW EXECUTION

In Chapter 4 we discussed a novel approach to run shadow execution in parallel to reduce overheads with inlined shadow execution. Our tool PFPSANITIZER, based on this idea, helped us debug numerical errors with long-running applications. In this approach, the user annotates the source code using the pragma directive, and our compiler generates shadow tasks for these code regions. These shadow tasks are run in parallel on multiple cores. This approach provided scalable speedups and reduced overheads with inline shadow execution. However, there are a few caveats with this approach that we will discuss next. First, the user often does not know which code regions to mark for debugging. In such scenarios, the user can mark an entire program for shadow execution, which would be similar to running inline shadow execution. Second, this approach limits the detection of errors to the region defined by the user. For example, if the numerical error propagates between two shadow tasks, this approach would miss such errors.

This chapter proposes an alternative mechanism to reduce the performance overheads with inlined shadow execution while detecting and debugging numerical errors. Our studies found that the major reason for high overheads with inlined shadow execution is due to the use of software simulated high-precision oracle. In our approach, we use an oracle designed with floating-point representation instead of software simulated high-precision computation. To design such an oracle, we exploit the properties of the floating-point representation. A key insight about the FP representation is that the rounding error of a primitive operation can be represented in the FP representation itself [78]. Furthermore, the rounding error of a primitive operation can be computed with a sequence of regular FP
arithmetic operations, which are known as error-free transformations (EFTs) [86]. We have
designed a shadow execution framework called as EFTSANITIZER with EFTs as an oracle.

Using hardware-supported FP operations to compute the error makes EFTSANITIZER’s
shadow execution significantly faster than the inlined shadow execution framework, FP-
SANITIZER. Our prototype, EFTSANITIZER, is usable with long-running applications be-
cause it is an order of magnitude faster than FPSANITIZER. EFTs have been previously
used to extend the precision for geometric algorithms [100], to create libraries for encapsu-
lating error with Shaman [33], and to generate compensation code. With EFTSANITIZER,
we advocate using error-free transformations as an oracle for shadow execution.

To facilitate effective debugging with long-running applications, EFTSANITIZER al-
 lows the user to perform shadow execution from an arbitrary point in the dynamic execu-
tion (selective shadow execution), similar to FPSANITIZER. It is appealing for scientific
simulations that execute for days. Also, EFTSANITIZER provides a directed acyclic graph
of instructions that spans multiple functions (many of which may have already been com-
pleted) and multiple iterations of the loop while keeping the memory usage bounded in
contrast to FPSANITIZER, which provides DAGs only when the instructions in the DAG
belong to functions in the current calling context and only for the last iteration in the pres-
ence of loops.

EFTSANITIZER is a compiler-instrumentation framework that instruments every FP
variable in memory and registers to track additional information, which we call metadata.
To detect errors, it is sufficient to propagate the rounding error computed with error-free
transformations with each FP variable. To produce DAGs, additional information about the
operands needs to be maintained. To keep the memory usage bounded, DAGs produced by
EFTSANITIZER consists of the last $k$ dynamic instructions at the point of a numerical er-
ror (see Section 5.2.3 for details on the design of the metadata). These instructions can span
functions that have already completed execution and various iterations of a loop. We found
these DAGs useful for debugging new numerical errors discovered by EFTSANITIZER and validating existing bugs.

Our prototype of EFTSANITIZER is built on top of the LLVM-10 compiler and supports C/C++ programs. We have discovered new bugs in well-tested applications (e.g., Lulesh, AMG, and NAS IS) and validated that our tool detects existing bugs. EFTSANITIZER is 14.72× faster than FPSANITIZER, which is the state-of-the-art for shadow execution. Our experiment results are shown in Chapter 6.

5.1 Computing the Rounding Error with Error Free Transformations

An important yet commonly unused property of the floating-point representation is that the rounding error of a primitive FP operation itself can be represented as a floating-point number [78]. A sequence of FP operations to compute the rounding error of a primitive operation is called error-free transformations (EFTs) [86]. EFTs are appealing for shadow execution because we can use existing hardware-supported FP operations to compute the rounding error. Given two FP operands $a$, $b$, and a primitive FP operation $+$, the error-free transformations enables us to compute the floating-point result $x = a + b$ and the rounding error $\delta_x$ such that $a +_R b = x +_R \delta_x$. Here, $+_R$ represents a primitive operation with real numbers. Although the error of the primitive operation $\delta_x$ is representable in the FP representation, the value $x +_R \delta_x$ rounds to $x$ in the FP representation.

An interesting aspect of EFTs is that they provide more precision than double-double arithmetic for some computations, even when we maintain a single error term. For example, the expression $((1.0 + 1.7E + 308) - 1.7E + 308)$ will return 0 with double-precision arithmetic. The addition $(1.0 + 1.7E + 308)$ returns $1.7E+308$ due to the loss of precision. This causes the final result to be 0. To capture this error with high precision computation (e.g., MPFR library), we need at least 1024 bits of precision to precisely store the result of the addition. By explicitly maintaining error with EFTs, we can easily capture this error. In essence, we can store the result of $(1 + 1.7E + 308)$ as the sum of two floating-point
Function TwoSum\((a, b)\):
1. \(x \leftarrow a + b\)
2. \(b' \leftarrow x - a\)
3. \(a' \leftarrow x - b'\)
4. \(\delta_a \leftarrow a - a'\)
5. \(\delta_b \leftarrow b - b'\)
6. \(\delta_x \leftarrow \delta_a + \delta_b\)
7. \(\text{return } (x, \delta_x)\)

Function PropSumError\(((a, \delta_a), (b, \delta_b))\):
1. \((x, \delta_x) \leftarrow \text{TwoSum}(a, b);\)
2. \(\delta_x \leftarrow \delta_x + \delta_a + \delta_b;\)
3. \(\text{return } (x, \delta_x)\)

Figure 5.1: Error free transformations for addition. The function TwoSum computes the result \(x\) of FP addition and the rounding error \(\delta_x\) from FP addition of two operands \(a\) and \(b\) with the assumption that operands do not have any error. All operations are performed using FP operations. The function PropSumError computes the FP result and the rounding error when the input operands also have some error (i.e., \(\delta_a\) and \(\delta_b\)).

numbers using EFTs. Hence, EFTs provide a mechanism to split the floating-point numbers as the sum of two non-overlapping floating-point numbers [56].

Next, we describe the error-free transformations to compute the error of various primitive operations with the assumption that input operands do not have any error. Subsequently, we describe how to compose the error of the operands with error-free transformations. We use \(+_R\) to represent primitive operation \(+\) with real numbers. Otherwise, all operations are performed with floating-point arithmetic operations.

5.1.1 Computing the Rounding Error for an FP Addition Operation

The sequence of FP operations to compute the rounding error of an FP addition operation with the round to the nearest mode was proposed by Donald Knuth [78]. It was called TwoSum by Shewchuk [100]. Figure 5.1 provides the TwoSum algorithm. It assumes that there is no error in the input operands. It uses Sterbenz’s lemma that states certain FP operations are exact without any rounding error. Specifically, if \(a\) and \(b\) are nonnegative FP numbers such that \(b/2 \leq a \leq 2b\), then \(a - b\) is exactly representable in the FP representation [93]. If \(|a| \geq |b|\), then the subtraction in line 2 of TwoSum in Figure 5.1 is exact from Sterbenz’s lemma. If \(|a| < |b|\), then line 2 may have some rounding error, which is
computed by computing \((a - a')\) and \((b - b')\) as shown in Figure 5.1. Other subtraction operations in the TwoSum algorithm in Figure 5.1 are exact from Sterbenz’s lemma.

Provided there are no underflows or overflows in the computation of \(a + b\), the TwoSum algorithm computes the error exactly representable as a FP value. The TwoSum algorithm may experience an overflow for some rare cases when the actual computation does not overflow [10]. However, those cases rarely appear in practice [78]. Such error-free transformations have also been explored to produce the rounding error for other rounding modes in the IEEE standard [90].

If \(|a| \geq |b|\), then a faster algorithm for computing the rounding error with FP operations can be used, which is also known as Dekker’s Fast2Sum algorithm [78]. The rounding error can be computed exactly as \(b - (x - a)\). We use the TwoSum algorithm for our shadow execution with error-free transformations because we do not want to have an additional branch instruction and a swap of the operands for computing the error.

### 5.1.2 Propagating the Error of the Operands with Addition

Using TwoSum, we can compute the rounding error of a single FP addition operation. The operands to this addition themselves may have been produced due to other FP operations. Hence, they will have some error. We need to propagate the error from the operands to the error of the result. The PropSumError function in Figure 5.1 shows the computation of the resultant error. We add the error in the operands to the error of the result of the FP addition. As the addition of error is performed with FP arithmetic, there will be some small rounding error corresponding to the error terms. It is possible to use the non-overlapping components method to compute such error [100]. For the purpose of shadow execution, we chose to ignore the second-order error terms as they are extremely small. The computed error with this method is at least as good as the error computed with a double-double arithmetic [51].
5.1.3 EFTs for Subtraction

To compute the error of the subtraction operation, we use TwoSum with sign of the second operand changed (i.e., TwoSum(a, \(-b\)). The propagated error is \(\delta_x + \delta_a - \delta_b\), where \(\delta_x\) is the error of the subtraction assuming no error in the operands. Here, \(\delta_a\) and \(\delta_b\) represents the error in the operands \(a\) and \(b\), respectively.

5.1.4 Computing the Rounding Error for FP Multiplication

Computing the rounding error of a single FP multiplication operation is easy when there exists a fused-multiply-add (fma) operation in the system. Recent hardware has support for fused-multiply-add operations. Semantically, a correctly rounded fused-multiply-add operation performs both the multiplication and the addition operation with infinite precision, and the result is finally rounded to the FP representation (i.e., only one rounding). Given operands \(a\) and \(b\), the FP multiplication result in \(x\), the rounding error with FP multiplication can be computed as follows:

\[
\delta_x = fma(a, b, -x)
\]

The above method accurately computes the rounding error, which is representable as an FP value, for the round to nearest ties to even mode provided overflows and underflows do not occur. Specifically, error term \(\delta_x\) is an exact FP number if \(e_a + e_b \geq e_{min} + p - 1\), where \(e_a\) and \(e_b\) represent the exponents of \(a\) and \(b\), and \(p\) is the precision of the FP representation. When this condition is not satisfied, the error \(\delta_x\) is below the underflow threshold. Hence, it is not exactly representable as an FP number [77].

When the system does not support fused-multiply-add operations, then a more sophisticated algorithm called Dekker-Veltkamp splitting is used to compute the rounding er-
ror [78]. We use the the fused-multiply-add operation to compute the rounding error with a single multiplication operation.

5.1.5 Propagating the Rounding Error with Multiplication.

When the operands have error, we have \((a, \delta_a)\) and \((b, \delta_b)\) as the operands, we want to compute \((a + R \delta_a) \times (b + R \delta_b)\). Hence,

\[
x + R \delta_x = (a + R \delta_a) \times (b + \delta_b) = (a * R b) + R (a * R \delta_b) + R (b * R \delta_a) + R (\delta_a * R \delta_b)
\]

Simplifying and ignoring the second-order error terms \((i.e., \delta_a * R \delta_b)\), we can perform the computation on the error terms using FP operations as shown below.

\[
\delta_x = fma(a, b, -x) + a * \delta_b + b * \delta_a
\]

By computing the operations on the error terms with FP operations, we will not be considering small amounts of rounding error in the computation on error terms, which is acceptable for debugging with shadow execution.

5.1.6 Computing and Propagating the Rounding Error of the FP Division Operation

Similar to multiplication, computing the rounding error for the FP division operation can be accomplished using the fused-multiply-add operation.

\[
x = a/b, \quad \delta_x = fma(x, b, -a)
\]
The above rounding error can be exactly computed using the fused-multiply-add operation provided $e_b + e_x \geq e_{\text{min}} + p - 1$, where $e_b$, $e_x$, and $e_{\text{min}}$ are the exponents of $b$, $x$, and the minimum exponent in the representation, respectively. Here, $p$ is the amount of precision of the FP representation.

When the operands have some error $((a, \delta_a), (b, \delta_b))$, we want to compute $(a + R\delta_a)/R(b + R\delta_b)$.

$$x + R\delta_x = (a + R\delta_a)/R(b + R\delta_b)$$

After rearranging the terms,

$$\delta_x = ((a + R\delta_a)/R(b + R\delta_b)) - R x = ((a + R\delta_a) - R (x \cdot b) - R (x \cdot \delta_b))/R(b + R\delta_b)$$

After performing the computation of $x \cdot_R b - R a$ using the fused-multiply operation and the rest of the computation on error terms using FP operations, the propagated error for division is

$$\delta_x = (\delta_a - \text{fma}(x, b, -a) - x \cdot \delta_b)/(b + \delta_b)$$

### 5.1.7 Computing and Propagating the Error for Square Root

Similar to FP multiplication and division, the rounding error of a correctly rounded FP square root operation can be computed with the fused-multiply-add operation as follows,
\[ x = \sqrt{a}, \quad \delta_x = fma(-x, x, a) \]

The rounding error \( a - x^2 \) is exactly representable with \( p \) bits of precision if \( 2e_x \geq e_{\text{min}} + p - 1 \), where \( e_x \) is the exponent of \( x \) \[9, 78\].

When the operand has error (i.e., \((a, \delta_a)\)), then we want to compute 
\[ x + R\delta_x = \sqrt{a + R\delta_a}. \]
After squaring both sides, rearranging the terms after ignoring the second order error term \((\delta_x^2)\) and computing \((a - x^2)\) with fused-multiply-add, and performing the computation with FP operations, we have

\[ \delta_x = (\delta_a + fma(-x, x, a))/2x \]

When we compute the error with the above formula for the square root the operation, we also handle the case where \( x = 0 \) separately to avoid divide-by-zero exceptions in the computation of the error.

### 5.2 The EFTSanitizer Approach

Our goal is to develop a shadow execution framework with EFTs for detecting and debugging numerical errors in long-running programs during the late stages of testing. We need the resulting approach to have the following attributes to accomplish this goal. First, it should detect errors comprehensively, such as exceptions (due to NaNs and infinities), cancellations where a large fraction (or all) of the bits are wrong, slow convergences, and significant rounding errors. Second, it should enable the debugging of reported errors with an execution trace that illustrates the propagation of errors.
5.2.1 Error Free Transformations for Shadow Execution

Our prototype EFTSANITIZER performs inlined shadow execution with error-free transformations (EFTs) as the oracle. Using error-free transformations, EFTSANITIZER computes the propagated rounding error with hardware-supported FP operations. This use of hardware FP operations makes EFTSANITIZER significantly faster compared to FPSANITIZER and prior shadow execution tools [6, 18, 99].

EFTSANITIZER is a compiler instrumentation framework that automatically adds code after each FP operation to compute and propagate the error with EFTs. EFTSANITIZER maintains this propagated rounding error for both variables in memory and in registers. For operations that do not have EFTs available (e.g., some elementary functions), we use high-precision operations (e.g., MPFR library) to compute the error.

5.2.2 Debug Information to Illustrate the Propagation of Rounding Errors

Accumulation of rounding errors with a sequence of operations is the root cause of numerical errors. Hence, EFTSANITIZER provides a dynamic trace of instructions represented as a directed acyclic graph that demonstrates the propagation of errors to help the user debug the error. Prior research in improving shadow execution such as FPSANITIZER [18] and Herbgrind [99] also provide DAGs to assist debugging. However, the DAG information is lost after function calls and multiple iterations of a loop with FPSanitizer. Similarly, the Herbgrind’s metadata to produce DAGs grows linearly with the number of dynamic instructions. The program crashes with out-of-memory errors for almost all programs beyond unit tests.

In contrast, the directed acyclic graphs reported by EFTSANITIZER span multiple functions and provides information about functions that have already completed execution (i.e., no longer in the calling context) and also across multiple iterations of the same loop. We develop novel methods to manage the metadata for FP values in registers and in memory to generate such DAGs while having low performance/memory overheads. Figure 5.2 com-
Figure 5.2: (a) A sample program to illustrate differences in the DAGs generated by PFPSANITIZER, which is proposed in this paper, and prior work FPSanitizer [18] for the variable d used in the print statement. (b) The DAG generated by FPSanitizer where the DAG information is lost after the function call completes. (c) The DAG generated by PFPSANITIZER. Each node in DAG reports the operation, real value (R), computed value (C), and the error for that node. The real value is computed as the sum of the error and the computed value with FP arithmetic in PFPSANITIZER. The real value is computed using the high-precision MPFR library in FPSanitizer.

Our tool EFTSANITIZER supports selective shadow execution similar to FPSANITIZER to support testing and debugging of numerical errors in specific parts of the application rather than the entire execution.

In summary, the use of EFTs as an oracle, the design of the metadata to provide rich traces of instructions to highlight the accumulation of rounding errors, and selective shadow execution enables EFTSANITIZER to comprehensively detect errors with long-running applications.

5.2.3 Metadata Design and Organization of the Metadata Space

Given that EFTSANITIZER performs compiler-based instrumentation, the FP values are resident either in memory locations or in registers/temporaries. Therefore, we need to
store the propagated error and additional information with each memory location and temporaries (stack-allocated variables or registers) that hold an FP value to perform inlined shadow execution. However, the lifetime of the FP values in memory locations and in temporaries are different. Hence, we design different metadata spaces for FP values in memory and those in temporaries.

5.2.4 What Should We Store in Each Metadata Entry?

To detect numerical errors, we compute the rounding error using error-free-transformations and store it using double-precision for each FP variable in the program. To facilitate selective shadow execution, we store the FP value generated by the program in the metadata entry. To produce a directed acyclic graph that highlights the accumulation of rounding errors, we also store the pointers to the temporary metadata space entries of the operands. As the temporary metadata space entries can be reused, we store a monotonically increasing timestamp in the metadata entry to detect instances of reuse of the temporary metadata entries. We also store the compiler-generated static instruction identifier of the instruction producing the FP value in the metadata entry to help to debug.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the information maintained with each metadata entry. When EFT-SANITIZER finds an instruction that exceeds the error threshold set by the user or observes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>FP Value</th>
<th>OP1</th>
<th>OP2</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Time-stamp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID1</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>A = 1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ID1</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID2</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>B = 1.7E+308</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ID2</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID3</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>C = A + B</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
<td>ID3</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3: The metadata maintained with each temporary and each memory location. In (a) we show the dynamic trace of the executed instructions with the timestamp of the execution and the static identifier of the instruction. In (b) we show the temporary metadata entries after the execution of instruction with ID3 (i.e., C = A + B). Here, we show pointers in the metadata space with arrows from the field to their corresponding metadata entries.
an exceptional condition, it produces a DAG of instructions that shows an error propagation by following the pointers to the operands in the metadata space.

5.2.5 Organization of the Metadata Space

We store metadata for FP values in memory in a shadow memory, organized as a hash map similar to FPSANITIZER. The metadata lookup is performed using the address of the memory access. For temporaries with FP values, we use an alternative design space to provide the backward slice of dynamic instructions for debugging numerical errors. Hence, we maintain the metadata in a small circular queue for temporaries with FP values, which we call the temporary metadata space. Given a temporary with an FP value, we need to maintain the mapping between the temporary and its corresponding entry in the temporary metadata space. We maintain a runtime map, which we call the last writer map, that maps the temporary that holds an FP value to its entry in the temporary metadata space.

One requirement on any such map is that we do not want this runtime map to grow proportional to the number of dynamic instructions. In the context of shadow execution, we need to know the last writer to a temporary for establishing dataflow from the definition of the temporary to its use. We use the static instruction identifier generated by the compiler for the temporary to index into the last writer map.

5.2.6 Reusing the Entries of the Temporary Metadata Space

Providing the dynamic trace of instructions is useful in debugging when a temporary is being updated or when error propagation spans across multiple functions. However, maintaining the metadata for all the dynamic instructions would make such an approach infeasible with long-running programs. Hence, to keep the memory usage bounded for the temporary metadata space, we use a circular use of a fixed size (i.e., say $k$ entries). When the queue becomes full, the next instruction that produces an FP value as the temporary uses the slot of the next entry in the queue (i.e., the entry which was previously used for
the oldest instruction in the temporary metadata space). Given the reuse of the temporary metadata space entries, the DAG generated to highlight the propagation of rounding error has at most $k$ entries, where $k$ is the size of the circular queue used for the temporary metadata space. Unlike FPSanitizer, the metadata entries can span function calls that have already completed execution and multiple loop iterations, which significantly helps in the task of debugging numerical errors (see Section 6).

While generating the DAG of instructions, we first access the metadata entry of instruction with a high-rounding error which is the root of the DAG. Next, we access the pointers to the operand’s metadata from the root node. Similarly, we recursively traverse pointers to the operand’s metadata to show the error propagation. However, if the operand’s metadata entry is being reused by some other temporary, we need to stop further traversing. Below we describe our approach to avoid generating incorrect DAGs due to the reuse of metadata space. In our approach, we use a map, which we call the last writer runtime map, that maps a static instruction that produces a temporary to its metadata entry and the timestamp of the instruction when it was written. Multiple dynamic instances of the same static instruction can be present in the temporary metadata space. They will be linked as the operands of the other temporary metadata space entries. It is important to note that the last writer runtime map only maintains information about the last writer for a given static instruction.

When an instruction with compiler-generated static identifier ID produces a temporary, a new entry for the instruction is created in the temporary metadata space. We add the address of the newly created metadata entry and the current timestamp to the last writer runtime map corresponding to ID. Next, we need to populate the operands for the newly created metadata entry. First, we check if the metadata for the operand is still available by checking the last writer runtime map to obtain a tuple $(addr, ts)$ for the operand, where $addr$ is the address of the temporary metadata entry for the operand and $ts$ is the timestamp when the operand was written to the temporary metadata space. Now, we check if the timestamp in the metadata entry at address $addr$ is equal to $ts$ from the last writer
runtime map. If so, the metadata for the operand is available. Otherwise, the operand’s metadata is not available because the operand’s metadata entry has been reused. We use the null value for the operand’s metadata entry. The DAG generated to highlight the propagation of rounding errors will be limited until this operand.

The use of monotonically increasing timestamps and the last writer runtime map that maps a temporary to its metadata entry enables us to keep the temporary metadata space bounded (i.e., by reusing entries) and still, provide DAGs proportional to the number of entries in the temporary metadata space.

Further, when we print the DAG to highlight the propagation of errors, we follow the operands of an instruction $I$ when the timestamp in the metadata entry of the operands is smaller than the timestamp of instruction $I$. This idea of using timestamps in the metadata and the last writer runtime map is inspired by the lock-and-key approach for detecting temporal memory safety errors in CETS [82]. Rather than maintaining an explicit lock locations and keys, we accomplish the detection of metadata reuse with timestamps and the last writer runtime map. Unlike CETS, this decision to detect reuse with timestamps and last writer runtime map ensures that the size of the runtime map is proportional to the number of static instructions in the program rather than the number of dynamic instructions (number of active memory allocations in the case of CETS).

5.2.7 Metadata Propagation

We now describe when the metadata is created and how it is propagated with various FP operations, load/store operations, and function calls. We show the added instrumentation in the shaded region in the code snippets below.

**Metadata Initialization for Compile-Time Constants**

When the program generates a new temporary and initializes it with a constant, we create a new temporary metadata space entry. The temporary metadata space is internally repre-
presented as a circular queue implemented in an array. It just wraps around after reaching the end of the array. We add the address of the new metadata entry and the timestamp to the last writer runtime map corresponding to the compiler-generated identifier associated with this instruction. Compile-time constants are assumed to have zero error. Hence, we initialize the rounding error as zero. We set the FP value in the metadata entry to the initialized constant. We also set the operands in the metadata entry to `null`.

```c
//instruction with compiler generated identifier x_id
double x = 1.0;

x_meta = allocate_temporary_metadata_space_entry();
x_meta -> error = 0.0;
x_meta->fpvalue = 1.0;
x_meta -> operand1 = null;
x_meta -> operand2 = null;
x_meta -> id = x_id;
x_meta->timestamp = timestamp++;
last_writer_map.insert(x_id, <x_meta, x_meta->timestamp>);
```

**Metadata Entry Creation for FP Operations**

Given that EFTS sanitizer operates on the intermediate representation of the compiler, all FP operations are either binary operations or unary operations. Further, memory accesses happen with explicit load and store instructions. When an FP operation produces a value in a temporary, we first allocate a new metadata entry in the temporary metadata space. We retrieve the metadata of the operands by looking up the last writer runtime map. The metadata entries of the operands could have been reused. Hence, we check if the timestamp in the last writer runtime map matches the timestamp at the metadata entry. If so, then the
metadata entries are valid. Otherwise, we do not have information about the operands. Therefore, we consider that the operands do not have any error. We also set the operands in the metadata entry for the current operation as shown below.

When the operand’s metadata entries have not been reused, we read the error from the metadata entries for the operands and compute the propagated rounding error after the FP operations using error free transformations as described in Section 5.1. We use PropSumError in listing below to compute the propagated rounding error after addition. For operations without corresponding EFTs, we use the high-precision computation using the MPFR library to compute the error.

```c
// with identifier z_id and operand identifiers x_id and y_id
double z = x + y;
```

```c
z_meta = allocate_temporary_metadata_space_entry();
<x_meta, x_ts> = last_writer_map(x_id);
<y_meta, y_ts> = last_writer_map(y_id);
// check if x and y metadata entries are valid
z_meta->op1 = (x_meta->ts != x_ts) ? NULL: x_meta;
z_meta->op2 = (y_meta->ts != y_ts) ? NULL: y_meta;
x_error = (x_meta->ts != x_ts) ? 0.0: x_meta->error;
y_error = (y_meta->ts != y_ts) ? 0.0: y_meta->error;
z_meta->error = PropSumError(x, x_error, y, y_error);
z_meta->fpvalue = z;
z_meta->id = z_id;
z_meta->timestamp = timestamp++;
last_writer_map.insert(z_id, <z_meta, z_meta->timestamp>);
```
Handling Stores of FP Values to Memory.

When we store a FP value to memory, we need to propagate the metadata to memory locations. Each memory location that holds an FP value is shadowed with metadata in shadow memory. We first obtain the temporary metadata space entry of the FP operand that is being stored to memory. We check if the temporary metadata entry is still valid. If so, we copy the temporary metadata space entry to a shadow memory location corresponding to the address where the FP value is being stored.

```c
//x's type is double* and y's type is double with ID: y_id
*x = y;

<y_meta, y_ts> = last_writer_map(y_id);
shadow_addr = shadow_memory(x);
memcpy(shadow_addr, y_meta, SIZE);
timestamp++;
```

Here, SIZE is the size of the metadata space entry.

Handling the Load of an FP Value From Memory

On every load operation that loads an FP value, we read the metadata from the shadow memory corresponding to the address where the FP value is being loaded. Since we want to enable selective shadow execution from an arbitrary point in time, the metadata in the shadow memory corresponding to the address may not have been written previously by the shadow execution. As we store the FP value previously produced by the program in the metadata entry, we check if the FP value in the metadata entry and the one produced by the program match. If so, the shadow memory entry was previously written by the shadow execution and we copy the metadata entry from shadow memory to the temporary metadata space (i.e., with memcpy). If the FP value in shadow memory and the FP value produced by
the program do not match, then we create a new temporary metadata space entry, initialize
the error to 0.0, and initialize the FP value with the value produced by the program similar
to FPSanitizer described in Chapter 3.

//where x’s type is double* and y’s identifier is y_id
y = *x

```c
y_meta = allocate_temporary_metadata_space_entry();
shadow_addr = shadow_memory(x);
//check for selective shadow execution
if (shadow_addr->fpvalue == y){
    memcpy(y_meta, shadow_addr, SIZE);
}
else{
    y_meta->error = 0.0;
    y_meta->fpvalue = y;
    y_meta->op1 = null;
    y_meta->op2 = null;
}
```
```bash
y_meta->id = y_id;
y_meta->timestamp = timestamp++;
last_writer_map.insert(y_id, <y_meta, y_meta->timestamp>);
```

**Metadata Propagation with Function Arguments and Returns**

We use a shadow stack to propagate the metadata for arguments and return values since
we do not want to change the calling conventions. Our compiler adds instrumentation at
the call site to add metadata entries for arguments in the shadow stack. The compiler adds
instrumentation in the beginning of the callee to retrieve the metadata for the arguments. Similarly, the compiler also adds instrumentation to propagate the metadata for return values. This method of propagating the metadata for arguments and return values using the shadow stack enables us to handle both regular function calls and calls through function pointers (i.e., indirect calls).

5.2.8 Error Reporting and Debugging Interface

Most FP instructions have some rounding error. They do not always change the program’s output. When a variable \( x \) is marked by the user as a variable of interest, EFTSANITIZER checks if the FP value produced by the program when added to the error \( \delta_x \) in the metadata for the variable \( x \) significantly differs from the value produced by the program. In essence, if \( x + \delta_x \) is significantly different from \( x \) while using FP arithmetic operations, we report it to the user. Recall, \( x + \delta_x \) in FP arithmetic is equal to \( x \) while rounding a primitive operation. The user provides the threshold for an error to be considered significant. By default, EFTSANITIZER reports errors where all bits (both fraction and exponent bits) between \( x \) and \( x + \delta_x \) are different. In such cases, EFTSANITIZER generates a DAG to highlight the propagation of the error.

When FP values are used in branches, EFTSANITIZER checks if adding the error to the FP value changes the result of the branch predicate and reports such branch divergences along with the respective DAGs to the user. Finally, EFTSANITIZER checks the FP value to determine if the program produces exceptional conditions such as NaNs and infinities. EFTSANITIZER provides the DAG for the first instance where such NaNs or infinities occur because any operation on a NaN results in a NaN.

To debug interactively using debuggers such as gdb, EFTSANITIZER provides publicly exported auxiliary functions that can be used by the user to examine the metadata with breakpoints and watchpoints.
5.3 Implementation Considerations

We built a prototype EFTSANITIZER as a module pass of the LLVM-10 compiler infrastructure. EFTSANITIZER takes as input C/C++ programs and generates the LLVM intermediate representation (IR) of the input program using the Clang++ frontend. The instrumentation is performed over the LLVM IR. All instrumentation for the computation of error using EFTs, metadata propagation, and metadata creation is inlined by EFTSANITIZER’s compiler instrumentation to reduce the overhead of function calls. The snippets of code that are not inlined corresponds to the initial creation of shadow memory and temporary metadata space, which is done with calls to the `mmap` function in the runtime. EFTSANITIZER uses a module pass rather than a function pass because we need to provide unique compile-time identifiers to all instructions in the program. We can support separate compilation by providing a unique starting identifier for each translation unit.

The LLVM IR is in static single assignment form, which partly helps the identification of the last writer (i.e., definition) for any variable. When the FP value is involved in a PHI node, we define corresponding PHI nodes that maintain the pointer to the temporary metadata space entry. We handle elementary functions, which is provided by math libraries, using correctly rounded functions from RLIBM [66, 67, 68] for the float type, CR-LIBM [26, 27] for the double type, and glibc’s libraries for the double-double type when the corresponding functions are available. We use the MPFR library otherwise [38]. Similarly, we use the MPFR versions of the operation for LLVM’s intrinsics.

5.3.1 Shadow Memory, Shadow Stack, and Temporary Metadata Space

We organize the shadow memory in EFTSANITIZER as a best-effort hash map with 64 million entries (i.e., $64 \times 1024 \times 1024$ entries). Further, the shadow memory is allocated with the `mmap` system call, which creates virtual memory mappings without reserving physical memory on Linux. Hence, the program experiences memory overhead only when
the program touches memory. Each metadata entry is 56 bytes, as shown in Figure 5.3. The hash map is indexed by the memory address of the location where the FP value is stored. If two addresses map to the same entry in shadow memory (i.e., a collision), the old entry will be overwritten with the new entry, similar to a direct-mapped cache. Hence, it is a best-effort hash map.

In contrast to shadow memory, the temporary metadata space is organized as a circular queue implemented with an array. By default, it has 64 entries. Hence, the number of dynamic instructions in the directed acyclic graph is at most 64. The next slot to use (e.g., to allocate a new entry in the temporary metadata space) is implemented as an increment operation modulo the size of the temporary metadata space.

We use a shadow stack of 16 entries to pass metadata for arguments and return values. We have not seen functions with more than 16 arguments in our evaluation. If necessary, these can be customized with a large size by the user. The shadow stack also detects implicit casts from FP values to integers and vice versa through incorrect function signatures.

5.4 Illustrative Example

To illustrate the metadata propagation, let us consider a simple example where all operations are performed with temporaries. In the comments, we have shown the static identifier for each instruction.

```c
C = 1.0; // ID1
for ( i = 0; i < 2; i ++){
    A = 1.0; // ID2
    B = 1.7E+308; // ID3
    T = A+B; // ID4
```
Below we have shown the dynamic execution trace of this program. We show the static instruction identifier and the time the instruction was executed. The multiple dynamic instances of the same instruction will have the same identifier.

\[ C = C + T; \quad // \text{ID5} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
C &= 1.0; \quad // \text{ID1 T1} \\
A &= 1.0; \quad // \text{ID2 T2} \\
B &= 1.7E+308; \quad // \text{ID3 T3} \\
T &= A+B; \quad // \text{ID4 T4} \\
C &= C + T; \quad // \text{ID5 T5} \\
A &= 1.0; \quad // \text{ID2 T6} \\
B &= 1.7E+308; \quad // \text{ID3 T7} \\
T &= A+ B; \quad // \text{ID4 T8} \\
C &= C + T; \quad // \text{ID5 T9}
\end{align*}
\]

In Figure 5.4, we show the temporary metadata space with 6 entries. We show the updates to the timestamp and the last writer runtime map after adding each instruction. In this example, instructions with identifiers as ID1, ID2, and ID3 are constants. Hence in temporary metadata space, we create an entry for these constants, set the error to 0, and set pointers’ to operands’ metadata to Null, as shown in Figure 5.4 (A). In the last writer runtime map, we create an entry to map a static instruction to its temporary metadata entry and the timestamp at which it was written.

The next instruction with identifier ID4 and timestamp T4 results in an error due to loss of precision. More precisely, the expression \(1 + 1.7E+308\) is rounded to \(1.7E+308\) due to loss of precision. Hence, the error for this instruction is 1.0. In temporary metadata space, we create an entry for this instruction. We set the error to 1.0 and pointer to operand1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A) temporary metadata space at time T6</th>
<th> </th>
<th>last writer run-time map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>addr1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(B) temporary metadata space at time T7</th>
<th> </th>
<th>last writer run-time map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>addr1</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(C) temporary metadata space at time T8</th>
<th> </th>
<th>last writer run-time map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>addr1</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(D) temporary metadata space at time T9</th>
<th> </th>
<th>last writer run-time map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>addr1</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.7E+308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4: This figure shows the snapshot of temporary metadata space at various times. We assume that there are only 6 entries in the temporary metadata space for this illustration. We identify these entries using the memory address as(addr). (A) The snapshot of the temporary metadata space at time T6. We also show the last writer runtime map that maps a static instruction to its temporary metadata entry and the timestamp at which it was written. (B) Snapshot of the temporary metadata space after the operation B=1.7E+308 at time T7. The changes to the temporary metadata entries are highlighted in bold. (C) Temporary metadata space after the operation T=A+B at time T8. (D) Temporary metadata space after the operation C= C+T at time T9.
Figure 5.5: The DAG generated for the instruction with ID5 at time T9 Figure 5.4 (D). From the last writer’s map, it is mapped to addr3. When we follow the operand nodes while creating the DAG entries, we check if the operand’s timestamp is greater than the current instruction’s timestamp. If so, we do not print that node. For example, when we access the metadata entry at addr4 that was written at time T4, it operands are at addr2 and addr3. The timestamp of metadata entry at addr2 is greater than T4 because of the reuse of temporary metadata space entries. Hence, we do not print the operands of the entry at addr4.

and operand2 to addr2 and addr3. The next instruction with identifier ID5 and timestamp T5 results in error 1.0. However, the total error at this instruction is 2.0, considering the error in the operand. Then, in the next iteration, the instruction with identifier ID2 and timestamp T6 is executed. Figure 5.4 (A) shows the snapshot of the temporary metadata space at time T6. At this point, all the entries in the temporary metadata space are used. The execution of the next three instructions with timestamps T7, T8, and T9 would result in a reuse of the metadata space. While generating the DAG of instructions, we avoid printing operands node if the operand’s timestamp is greater than the current instruction’s timestamp, as shown in Figure 5.5.
5.5 Summary

This chapter has described an inlined shadow analysis with a lightweight oracle. Our oracle uses hardware support FP arithmetic to capture the rounding error. We transform FP computations to capture the rounding error accurately. For example, FP addition \( a + b \) where \(|a| \geq |b|\) is transformed into \( x + y \). In this transformation, \( x = FP(a + b) \) represents the computed FP addition with round-to-nearest mode and \( y = FP(b - (a + b) - a) \) represents the exact rounding error occurred during this computation. Such transformations are based on how rounding errors in FP representation can be accurately stored in an FP data type. These transformations are called as Error Free Transformations (EFTs), and they can extend the accuracy beyond the available hardware primitive type [55]. The directed acyclic graph generated by EFTSanitizer spans multiple function calls and loop iterations, which we found extremely helpful in debugging numerical errors. EFTSanitizer includes a novel metadata management scheme that makes the resulting tool order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art, enables selective shadow execution for arbitrary fragments of dynamic execution, and enables effective debugging of numerical errors.
CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In the prior chapters, we have presented different techniques to reduce the overheads of shadow execution to detect and debug numerical errors. Based on these ideas, we have introduced different frameworks: FPSANITIZER, PFPSANITIZER, and EFTSANITIZER. In this chapter, we evaluate performance and effectiveness of these frameworks and compare them with state-of-the-art tools.

6.1 Experimental Evaluation of FPSANITIZER and EFTSANITIZER

This section presents the results of our experimental evaluation for FPSANITIZER and EFTSANITIZER. We show how effective are both of these tools in detecting and debugging numerical bugs. Then, we compare the efficiency in terms of performance for both of these tools.

6.1.1 Prototype

FPSANITIZER takes as input C/C++ programs and generates the LLVM intermediate representation (IR) of the input program using the Clang++ frontend. FPSANITIZER consists of two components. (1) A standalone LLVM-9.0 pass to instrument a FP program with calls to our runtime to maintain metadata, propagate metadata, and perform shadow execution. (2) A runtime written in C++ that performs shadow execution and propagates the metadata. The runtime, by default, uses the MPFR library to perform high-precision execution. It can be customized to run with any data type. Our tool currently supports precision of 128, 256, 512, and 1024 bits of precision. We provide compile-time flags to run the tool in the detection and debugging mode.
Similar to FPSANITIZER, EFTSANITIZER supports C/C++ applications with floating-point computations. The instrumentation is performed over the LLVM IR. All instrumentation for the computation of error using EFTs, metadata propagation, and metadata creation is inlined by EFTSANITIZER’s compiler instrumentation to reduce the overhead of function calls in contrast to FPSANITIZER.

6.1.2 Methodology

To measure the effectiveness of these tools in detecting numerical errors, we use a collection of 46 tests with known numerical errors from correctness test suites of Herbgrind and from numerical analysis textbooks [78]. For these test suites, we compared the results with Herbgrind. These tests are 50-100 lines of code, which can be executed by all three tools. We also developed a suite of algorithms widely used in numerical methods (e.g., Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting). To demonstrate the usability of FPSANITIZER and EFTSANITIZER with large applications and to perform performance evaluation, we use C/C++ FP applications from the SPEC-2006 and SPEC-2017 suites, applications from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s (LLNL) Coral benchmark suite, and NAS-3.0 benchmarks.

Both of these tools support two versions: (a) tracing mode that generates DAGs and (b) a non-tracing mode where it just detects errors but does not produce DAGs. The difference between these two versions is the number of fields in the metadata entry. In the non-tracing mode, the metadata entry in both the temporary metadata space and shadow memory does not maintain information about the operands and the timestamp.

For our performance experiments, we perform shadow execution for the entire execution. FPSANITIZER and EFTSANITIZER can also be executed with selective shadow execution where the overhead can be significantly lower than for the entire execution.

Herbgrind crashed with out-of-memory errors on almost all the applications used for the performance experiments. Hence, we do not report Herbgrind for the performance
experiments. Our experiments are performed on a 4-core Intel Core i7-7700K machine with 32GB of main memory. We measure the wall clock execution time of the application with shadow execution frameworks and with the uninstrumented application. We repeated the experiments multiple times to minimize the noise in the performance experiments. We report the number of bits of the result that are erroneous compared to the oracle, which is a double precision value. For example, when we say 52-bits of error in the rest of evaluation, the FP value represented in double precision and the sum of the FP value and the propagated rounding error in double precision differ in the least significant 52-bits (i.e., all precision bits are wrong).

6.1.3 Effectiveness in Detecting and Debugging Numerical Errors

To evaluate the effectiveness in detecting and debugging numerical errors, we ran our tools with micro-benchmarks with known numerical bugs. We also show that EFTSANITIZER effectively debugs numerical errors in long-running applications due to low-performance overheads. Further, we demonstrate our EFTSANITIZER’s technique and compare its debugging support with FPSANITIZER with a case study.

Evaluation with Existing Correctness Suites

When we evaluated FPSANITIZER and EFTSANITIZER with the correctness suite with 46 C/C++ micro-benchmarks, it detected all errors in these micro-benchmarks without false positives. Among these 46 micro-benchmarks, 21 of them have some numerical errors (i.e., 19 of them have high rounding error where all the precision bits are wrong, 2 of them produce infinities, and the rest do not have any numerical error). This experiment with micro-benchmarks shows that both of these tools detect numerical errors similar to existing shadow execution tools.
Table 6.1: Summary of our experiments to detect and debug numerical errors in various scientific computing applications and NAS Parallel Benchmarks 3.0 [84] with EFTSANITIZER. The table reports the various kinds of errors that EFTSANITIZER detects for these applications (high rounding error, NaNs, infinities-Inf, and divergences in branch outcomes). We report the number of dynamic instances of such error and the unique static program locations that correspond to these dynamic instances. We also report the overall performance overhead of EFTSANITIZER to detect and generate DAGs for these applications when compared to an uninstrumented program. In these experiments, we report high rounding error when the FP value produced by the program has 45-bits in error when compared to the sum of the FP value and the propagated rounding error in shadow execution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Rounding Errors</th>
<th>Inf</th>
<th>NaN</th>
<th>Branch Flips</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D S</td>
<td>D S</td>
<td>D S</td>
<td>D S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPCG</td>
<td>147 4</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>118 3</td>
<td>14.95X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laghos</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>40800 2</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>553 1</td>
<td>2.42X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quicksilver</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>9.06X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>285246131 3</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>138 1</td>
<td>373615808 33</td>
<td>23.69X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kripke</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1.05X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMG</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>2.57X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS BT</td>
<td>20 4</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>10 4</td>
<td>33.79X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS CG</td>
<td>31 3</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>13.62X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS EP</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>3.58X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS FT</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>16.13X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS IS</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>7.97X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS LU</td>
<td>26 5</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>11 3</td>
<td>45.86X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS MG</td>
<td>96 2</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>11.58X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS SP</td>
<td>89020284 4</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1041064223 15</td>
<td>15.42X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detecting Numerical Errors in Large Applications

EFTSANITIZER and FPSANITIZER are able to detect numerical errors in long-running applications. However, EFTSANITIZER has low performance overheads and more effective in detecting numerical bugs in large applications. Hence, we evaluated EFTSANITIZER by executing it with various large applications from the LLNL application suite and NAS parallel benchmarks. In this process, we detected previously unknown bugs in many applications. Table 6.1 summarizes our experiments in finding numerical errors in long-running applications. Table 6.1 reports the total number of dynamic and static instances with more than 45-bits of error in the results, NaNs, infinities, differing branch outcomes, conversion
Figure 6.1: The DAG generated by EFTSANITIZER for debugging the root cause of the error for the case study with GEPP. Each DAG node shows the instruction opcode, computed value, propagated rounding error with EFTs, and the number of bits in error in the computed value in comparison to the shadow execution. The node #258 (FDIV) produces the observed wrong result. The root cause of this error is caused by instruction at node #142 (FSUB).

A Case Study of Debugging a Numerical Error in Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting (GEPP)

In this case study, we demonstrate that we can detect and debug high rounding errors using EFTSANITIZER much more productively than FPSANITIZER. More importantly, we show how the DAGs reported are effective to debug the bug. We chose this case study for illustration because it was previously used by the developers of the CADNA tool [103].

Gaussian elimination (GE) is a direct method to solve a system of linear equations of form $qAx = b$. In this method, a system of linear equations is represented by an augmented matrix $[A — b]$ of size $N \times N + 1$, where $N$ is the number of unknowns in the system of
linear equations. In this method, matrix $A$ is reduced to the upper triangular matrix using row operations followed by back-substitution. Due to rounding errors with FP arithmetic, the GE method can return wrong results. Using partial pivoting with the GE method can reduce the rate of increase in the error. In GEPP, a column with a maximum absolute value called pivot is selected and swapped with the first row if the first row does not have the maximum absolute value. This technique reduces numerical errors. However, if the pivot is influenced by rounding error, it can also lead to wrong results.

Let us consider the code snippet below (from [103]).

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} 21.0 & 130.0 & 0.0 & 2.1 \\ 13.0 & 80.0 & 4.74E + 8 & 752.0 \\ 0.0 & -0.4 & 3.9816E + 8 & 4.2 \\ 0.0 & 0.0 & 1.7 & 9E - 9 \end{bmatrix}$$

(6.1)

$$b = \begin{bmatrix} 153.1 \\ 849.74 \\ 7.7816 \\ 2.6E - 8 \end{bmatrix}$$

(6.2)

When we implement GEPP using the single precision float type, we get the following solution:

$$x = \begin{bmatrix} 62.62 \\ -8.95 \\ 0.00 \\ 1.0 \end{bmatrix}$$

(6.3)

This solution does not match the reference output of the program. To diagnose the cause of wrong results and to debug it, we ran the float version of this program with EFTSAN-
ITIZER. It detected the error and the DAG of instructions generated by EFTSanitizer for the 32-bit float version corresponding to the first element of the column vector $x$ is shown in Figure 6.1. The first element with the float version produces 62.62, which is the wrong result. The root node of the DAG (#258 FDIV in Figure 6.1) has 63-bits of error. We analyzed the nodes of the DAG with significant error. While following the nodes with significant rounding error, we identified that during the elimination of variables, $A[3][3]$ is computed as 4832 (i.e., node #142 in Figure 6.1). The error in this computation is the root cause of the wrong result.

In contrast to EFTSanitizer, the DAG generated by FPSanitizer is a single node because of the loss of DAG information with loop iterations, which is not useful in debugging this error. Although EFTSanitizer does not generate the exact real value due to the loss in precision while composing the errors, the error information was sufficient to detect and debug this error.

A Case Study Showing Shortcomings of EFTs as an Oracle

We have evaluated EFTSanitizer for various benchmarks showing promising results in detecting and debugging numerical errors with long-running applications. However, there are shortcomings in using EFTs as an oracle to detect numerical errors. This section demonstrates such use cases for completeness. For that purpose, let us consider the below program.

```c
int main(){
    double a = -2.99376e+307;
    double b = 1.7976931348623157E+308;
    double x = a + b;
}
```

For this program, EFTSanitizer reported a spurious error. However, FPSanitizer, with 128 bits of precision, reported no error. For this program, the error computed using
1. double TwoSum(double a, double b) {
  2.   double x = a + b;
  3.   double b' = x - a;
  4.   double a' = x - b';
  5.   double da = a - a';
  6.   double db = b - b';
  7.   double dx = da + db;
  8.   return dx;
  9. }

Figure 6.2: This figure demonstrates a case of spurious rounding error reported by EFT-SANITIZER. In this case, rounding error computed using TwoSum results in an overflow when actual FP computation does not. Due to the overflow, a spurious high error is reported by the EFTS SANITIZER.

TwoSum overflows as shown in Figure 6.2. Due to this overflow, \( b' \) results in \( \text{Inf} \), and the error computed in line 7 results in a \( \text{NaN} \) (Not-A-Number), leading to a high error reported by EFTSANITIZER.

Another example of spurious errors reported by both EFTSANITIZER and FPSANITIZER is when error free transformations are used within the program to improve the accuracy. These errors are reported only when error detection is enabled for all instructions. Such spurious errors can be avoided if the user avoids instrumenting such functions using selective shadow execution.

For example, consider the below program, which implements Kahan Summation [52].

double kahanSum(vector<double> &input)
{
    double sum = 0.0;
    double c = 0.0;
}
for (double x : input) {
    double y = x - c;
    double t = sum + y;
    double k = t - sum;
    c = k - y;
    sum = t;
}
return sum;

For this program, EFTSANITIZER reports a high rounding error for subtraction \((k - y)\). This subtraction computes the rounding error that occurred in the summation \((sum + y)\) using EFTs. For example, for \(x = 0.2\) and no rounding error associated with it, \(y = 0.1\) with no rounding error, the sum is computed as \(t = x + y\), results in a small rounding error, \(-2.7E-17\). Kahan Summation extracts this rounding using EFTs and adds it back to the final sum. Hence, to get the rounding error, in the next instruction, 0.2 is subtracted from \(t\), which gives \(k = 0.1\), and the rounding error is \(-2.7E-17\), which is propagated from \(t\). In the next instruction, 0.1 is subtracted from \(k\), which results in \(c = 2.7E-17\) and rounding error as \(-2.7E-17\), which is propagated from \(k\). Since error and computed values are the same in magnitude, EFTSANITIZER reported a high-rounding error for \(c\).

However, as we mentioned, users could disable parts of the program that use EFTs using selective shadow execution in both EFTSANITIZER and FPSANITIZER.

### 6.1.4 Performance Evaluation of FPSANITIZER and EFTSANITIZER

Figure 6.3 reports the performance overhead of FPSANITIZER’s shadow execution, compared to an uninstrumented hardware FP baseline. We evaluate FPSANITIZER’s overheads
Figure 6.3: FPSANITIZER’s performance overhead with varying precision bits (512, 256, and 128) for the shadow execution compared to an uninstrumented baseline application that uses hardware FP operations.

Figure 6.4: Performance slowdown of FPSANITIZER with and without tracing for shadow execution with 256 bits of precision.

Figure 6.5: The first bar of this graph shows the speedup achieved with EFTSANITIZER when compared to shadow execution with FPSANITIZER when tracing is enabled. The second bar of this graph shows the speedup achieved with EFTSANITIZER compared to shadow execution with FPSANITIZER when tracing is disabled.
with increasing precision for the shadow execution’s MPFR value. On average, FPSANITIZER’s shadow execution has a performance overhead of $197\times$, $172\times$, and $154\times$ with 512, 256, and 128 bits of precision, respectively.

All SPEC applications have a higher memory footprint and have higher overhead. Applications milc, equake, and lbm have a large number of cache misses even in the baseline without FPSANITIZER. Accesses to metadata increase the memory footprint causing more cache misses at all levels. Further, the software high-precision computation prevents memory-level parallelism that overlaps misses and reduces the effectiveness of the prefetcher.

Figure 6.4 reports the overhead with and without tracing for FPSANITIZER. On average, the performance overhead decreases from $172\times$ to $64\times$. Additional overhead with metadata for tracing is significant for applications with a higher memory footprint. Overall, we found FPSANITIZER to be usable with long-running applications.

Figure 6.7 shows the speedup of EFTSANITIZER’s shadow execution when compared to FPSANITIZER. We compared both EFTSANITIZER and FPSANITIZER with the debugging support for DAGs (i.e., tracing mode) and without support for DAGs where it detects errors (i.e., non-tracing mode). For each application, we report the speedup of EFTSANITIZER’s execution compared to the corresponding FPSANITIZER’s execution. On average, EFTSANITIZER’s execution tracing mode that provides debugging support is $14.72\times$ faster than FPSANITIZER’s tracing mode. When we repurpose both tools where they detect errors but do not provide DAGs, EFTSANITIZER was faster than FPSANITIZER by $8.83\times$ on average. This significant speedup is attributed to the use of error free transformations that uses hardware FP arithmetic to compute the error as the oracle. In summary, EFTSANITIZER is not only faster than FPSANITIZER but also provides better debugging information to diagnose the root cause of errors and debug them.

We wanted to understand the total slowdown of EFTSANITIZER compared to a baseline without any instrumentation for shadow execution. Figure 6.6 reports the EFTSANI-
TIZER’s slowdown in the tracing mode that produces DAGs compared to a baseline without any instrumentation (i.e., total height of each bar). On average, EFTSANITIZER slowdowns the program by $10.75 \times$ in comparison to an uninstrumented application. Computing the error using EFTs for primitive FP instructions and high-precision computation for math functions slowdowns the execution by $1.71 \times$.

For every load instruction, we compare the program’s FP value and the FP value stored in the shadow memory for selective shadow execution. If they mismatch, we reset the metadata with the FP’s program value. Otherwise, we copy metadata from shadow memory to temporary metadata space. These operations performed on every load instruction (i.e., check and metadata copy) introduces an additional $5.20 \times$ slowdown (i.e., load stack in Figure 6.6). For each store instruction, we copy the metadata from temporary metadata space to shadow memory. Handling store instructions additionally slows down the program by $0.44 \times$ (i.e., store stack in Figure 6.6). For each FP instruction, we allocated the temporary metadata space entry, and store the address and the timestamp in the last writer runtime map. For each operand of an FP instruction, we load the address of the temporary metadata space entry and the timestamp from the last writer runtime map to access the metadata of the operands. Together, performing the metadata updates on FP arithmetic operations introduces an additional $1.45 \times$ overhead (i.e., FP Ops stack in Figure 6.6). Handling other FP instructions such as FPToSIInst, FPToUIInst, and function arguments and returns introduces the remaining overheads (i.e. Other stack in Figure 6.6).

EFTSANITIZER’s detection mode that does not produce DAGs slows down the execution by $6.55 \times$ on average compared to an execution without any instrumentation. We measured the slowdowns where we instrumented every FP operation in the program. EFTSANITIZER’s overhead is significantly lower when the user selects certain regions for selective shadow execution, which we found useful to debug numerical errors in long-running applications.
Figure 6.6: This figure shows the breakdown of the slowdown with EFTSANITIZER in the tracing mode compared to a baseline without any instrumentation (i.e., the total height of each bar). We show the individual components for this overhead: (a) computation of propagated error using EFTs, (b) metadata propagation for load operations, (c) metadata propagation with store operations, (d) metadata accesses with FP operations, and (e) metadata management for the remaining FP operations.

6.2 Experimental Evaluation of PFPSANITIZER

This section briefly describes our prototype PFPSANITIZER, methodology, and performance evaluation. PFPSANITIZER requires users’ input to specify regions to debug and hence we evaluate it separately.

6.2.1 Prototype

We built the prototype of PFPSANITIZER with two components: (1) an LLVM-9.0 compiler pass that takes C programs as input and creates binaries with shadow tasks and (2) a runtime written in C++ that manages worker threads, shadow memory, and performs the high-precision computation using the MPFR library [39]. PFPSANITIZER can be customized to perform shadow execution with a wide range of precision bits and also check error at various granularities. PFPSANITIZER is open source and publicly available [21].

6.2.2 Methodology

To evaluate the detection abilities and performance of PFPSANITIZER, we perform experiments using C applications from the SPEC 2000, SPEC 2006, PolyBench, and CORAL ap-
application suites. SPEC is widely used to test the performance of compilers and processors. CORAL is a suite of applications developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to test the performance of supercomputers. Specifically, AMG is a C application that is an algebraic multi-grid linear system solver for unstructured mesh physics packages. To test the detection abilities, we used a test suite with 43 micro-benchmarks that contain various FP errors that have been used previously by prior approaches [18, 99]. We performed all our experiments on a machine with AMD EPYC 7702P 64-Core Processor and 126GB of main memory. We disabled hyper-threading and turbo-boost on our machines to minimize perturbations. We measure end-to-end wall clock time to evaluate performance. We report speedups over our prior work FPSanitizer [18, 19], which is the state-of-the-art shadow execution tool for inlined shadow execution. We use the exact same precision both for FPSANITIZER and PFPSANITIZER when we report speedups. We use the uninstrumented original program to report slowdowns with PFPSANITIZER. To compute the error in the double value produced by the program in comparison to the real value, we convert the MPFR value to double and compute the ULP error between the doubles [18, 99]. If the exponent of the two such values differs, then all the precision bits are in error. If all the bits differ, then the entire double value is influenced by rounding error.

6.2.3 Placement of Directives

To create tasks for parallel shadow execution, we profiled applications to identify loops with independent iterations and placed directives. In the absence of such fragments, we placed directives following the approach that one typically takes to debug a large program. When the programmer does not know if a bug exists in the program, it may be beneficial to run it with a single directive (i.e., entire program), which can provide a maximum speedup of $2 \times$ over inlined shadow execution. Once we are certain about the existence of the bug, we use the following procedure to debug it. We profile the application using the gprof profiler, identify the top-$n$ functions, and place the directives at the beginning of these
functions. If this has sufficient parallelism and we can debug the error, then the process ends. Otherwise, we remove the old directives, insert new $n/2$ directives corresponding to the top $n/2$ long-running functions, and repeat this process. This process continues until we either debug the root cause of the bug with sufficient parallelism or end up with a single directive. For our performance experiments, we placed directives using the above procedure to ensure that the application had enough parallelism for execution on 64-cores.

### 6.2.4 Ability to Detect FP Errors

To test the effectiveness of PFPSanitizer in detecting existing errors, we tested it with a test suite used by previous tools. Out of the 43 tests, 12 test cases are from the Herbgrind test suite, and the rest are from the FPSanitizer test suite. These test cases include 16 cases of catastrophic cancellation (i.e., all the bits are wrong between the real value and the FP value), 5 cases of branch divergences, and 2 cases of exceptional conditions such as NaNs and infinities. Rest of them do not have any numerical error but have tricky FP computation that test dynamic tools. PFPSanitizer detects all errors without reporting any spurious errors.
6.2.5 Performance Evaluation of PFPSANITIZE

Figure 6.7 reports the speedup with PFPSANITIZE that uses 512-bits of precision for the MPFR type when compared to FPSanitizer, which is the state of the art for shadow execution of FP programs, with the increase in the number of cores. On average, PFPSANITIZE provides a speedup of $30.6 \times$ speedup over FPSanitizer with 64 cores. PFPSANITIZE provides speedups of $3.0 \times$, $7.0 \times$, $14.3 \times$, and $25.8 \times$ speedup over FPSanitizer with 4 cores, 8 cores, 16 cores, and 32 cores, respectively. This increase in speedup with the increase in the number of cores highlights PFPSANITIZE’s scalability. We observe that some applications provide more speedup with 32 cores than 64 cores because there is not enough work in the application to utilize all cores when executed with 64 cores.

Figure 6.8 shows execution time slowdown of PFPSANITIZE with varying precisions for the MPFR type (128, 256, 512, and 1024 bits of precision) over a baseline that does not perform any shadow execution. On average, PFPSANITIZE experiences a slowdown of $5.6 \times$, $6.2 \times$, $7.5 \times$, and $10.9 \times$ compared to the baseline without any shadow execution for the MPFR types with 128, 256, 512, and 1024 bits of precision, respectively. In contrast, prior work FPSanitizer has slowdowns of $232 \times$ on average with 512 bits of precision over the same baseline with these applications. This order of magnitude decrease in slow-
down from FPSanitizer to PFPSANITIZER enables effective debugging with long-running applications.

We also investigated the cause of the remaining overheads with parallel shadow execution. First, the producer has to provide values to the queue and has to wait when all the tasks are active, which causes an overhead of $3 \times$ over the baseline. Second, accesses to shadow memory and the queues by the consumer task introduces an additional overhead of $3 \times$. Third, the high precision computation with the MPFR library introduces additional $1.5 \times$ overhead on average. All these overheads together add up to $7.5 \times$ slowdown with PFPSANITIZER using 512 bits of precision over the baseline. In summary, PFPSANITIZER reduces the performance overhead of shadow execution significantly, which enables the use of shadow execution with long-running applications.

To summarize, our evaluation shows if a user can tolerate false positives due to limited precision with EFTs, then our tool EFTSANITIZER can detect numerical errors with very low-performance overheads with reasonably long-running applications. For comprehensive error detection with high-precision, FPSANITIZER is a great fit. However, the user has to pay in terms of performance costs. With FPSANITIZER, the user can choose the precision for shadow execution and pay in terms of performance cost as the number of precision bits increases. In contrast to these approaches, PFPSANITIZER is appealing when the user wants to debug multiple code regions independent of each other in parallel.
CHAPTER 7
RELATED WORK

Given the history of errors with FP programs, there have been numerous proposals to detect and debug numerical bugs. These proposals can be classified into static or dynamic analysis techniques. Static analysis techniques analyze the program for all input at compile time. The dynamic analysis techniques analyze the program at run-time for the given input. The dynamic analysis provides more precise and accurate information for the given input. However, analyzing the program at the run time results in high overheads. The dynamic analysis can be further classified into a lightweight and heavyweight approaches to detect numerical errors. The heavyweight approach comprehensively detects all errors, whereas the lightweight approaches detect a class of error. Further, there has been prior work to reduce the performance overheads of heavyweight approaches by running the dynamic analysis in parallel. In this chapter, we described the related prior work to detect and debug numerical errors. We also describe the prior work on using EFTs to extend the precision for various algorithms and for encapsulating the error.

Later in the chapter, we describe work to generate input that causes high rounding error and work related to precision tuning. Such work complements our work and enables techniques to detect numerical errors effectively.

7.1 Static Analysis for Detecting Numerical Errors

There is a large body of work on detecting numerical errors using both static analysis and dynamic analysis. Static analysis techniques [4, 11, 25, 28, 32, 37, 42, 44, 54, 73, 74, 75, 76, 98, 101] use abstract interpretation or interval arithmetic to reason about numerical errors for all inputs.
Approaches based on interval arithmetic [11, 37] compute the upper and lower bound for FP instruction, and these bounds are propagated with each instruction in the program. The final result using interval arithmetic shows the lower and upper bound of the result. These bounds can be calculated using two rounding towards minus infinity to get the lower bound and rounding towards plus infinity to get the upper bound. The actual output value lies in between these bounds. Hence, interval arithmetic provides a good estimation of the error. However, computing bounds require the input ranges, which are often unavailable. Moreover, with multivariate input and applications with loops, such bounds often become too large to provide any meaningful error estimation to the user.

An alternative approach to estimate the rounding error is modeling the errors using Symbolic Taylor Expansions [30, 101]. In this approach, rounding error is overapproximated using abstract models of floating-point arithmetic, and the maximum roundoff error is calculated by solving an optimization problem. The optimization problem is simplified using Taylor expressions, and the global optimization technique is used to get rigorous bounds for error expressions. Although approaches based on Taylor Expansions provide tight bounds on error in contrast to interval arithmetic, solving optimization problems results in high overheads in practice. Moreover, such approaches do not work well for programs with branches, function calls, and pointers.

One way to avoid floating-point errors is to let the user write a program in real-valued specification with maximum tolerable error for the output and let the compiler automatically generate the code with a data type that gives results within the error threshold. Rosa [29] is based on this idea and is a source-to-source compiler that takes the program in real-valued specification language and generates the code in finite precision for floating-point and fixed-point programs. Rosa performs a search on data type and applies affine and interval arithmetic to get sound estimates of the roundoff error to generate the code with finite precision. Such an approach to let the compiler automatically choose the finite preci-
sion to get the result within a pre-specified error is appealing. However, such an approach does not scale well with loops, functions, and pointers.

To summarize, error bounds for all inputs from the static analysis are appealing. However, the bounds can be too large, especially in the presence of loops, function calls, and pointer-intensive programs. Our goal is to detect numerical errors in long-running applications. Enabling approaches based on static analysis for long-running applications is still an open research problem. Our work focuses on enabling dynamic program analysis to detect and debug numerical errors in long-running applications.

7.2 Dynamic Analysis for Detecting and Debugging Numerical Errors

Dynamic analysis techniques monitor the program behavior at run time for a single input. Such techniques compare the actual execution with some oracle. Depending on the oracle used, these techniques can be classified into heavyweight techniques that comprehensively detect errors and lightweight techniques that detect specific errors.

7.2.1 Shadow Execution Based Analysis

Dynamic analysis needs some oracle to compare against the FP execution. Inlined shadow execution with a real number, which is approximated with a high-precision MPFR data type, is one such oracle. FPDebug [6] and Herbgrind [99] are examples of approaches with inlined shadow execution. FPSANITIZER described in Chapter 3 is based on a similar idea. On the contrary, NSan [23] performs shadow execution with finite-precision data type. FPDebug and Herbgrind perform shadow execution with dynamic binary instrumentation using Valgrind [85], which introduces significant overheads. FPSANITIZER addresses this issue with LLVM IR-based instrumentation. Among these approaches, FPDebug and NSan, do not provide additional information for debugging errors. On the contrary, Herbgrind and FPSANITIZER provide DAGs to debug errors. Such DAGs can be used with tools like Herbie [88] to rewrite expressions. To provide DAGs, Herbgrind stores metadata that is
proportional to the number of dynamic instructions with each memory location. Hence, it runs out of memory with long-running applications. In contrast, FPSANITIZER bounds the usage of memory and can run with large applications without encountering out-of-memory errors. However, large performance overheads (i.e., $100 \times$ or more) make it challenging for debugging. Further, expert-crafted code (e.g., error free transformations [78]) is a challenge for these approaches as they can report spurious errors with them. PSO [107] tackles this problem by building heuristics to detect such instructions and assist tools to avoid such scenarios.

Instead of using the MPFR library, real arithmetic has also been approximated with constructive reals [7, 8, 62]. Using constructive reals, we are more likely to detect all numerical errors, which is not possible using limited precision with the MPFR library. However, they will likely be as slow as the MPFR library.

### 7.2.2 Instruction-Based Analysis

Each floating-point instruction results in a small and bounded rounding error. However, rounding errors can be accumulated with the sequence of operations or magnified due to certain operations. Rounding errors are magnified when two very close values with rounding errors are subtracted (catastrophic cancellation). Hence, BZ [3] detects such catastrophic cancellation with floating-point subtraction. BZ monitors just the exponent of the operands and the result of the FP computation to detect catastrophic cancellation. If the exponent of the operands exceeds the exponent of the result, then it flags those operations as errors. Although approximate, such checks can be performed without the real execution as an oracle. The propagation of such likely errors can be tracked to see if they affect branch predicates. RAIVE [63] uses a similar approximation, computes the impact of such likely errors on the final output of the program, and uses vectorization to reduce performance overheads. FPSpy [35] relies on hardware condition flags and uses exception handling to detect FP errors in binaries. It has low overheads as long as the program is monitored rarely,
and overhead can exceed shadow execution tools when such exceptions are monitored on each instruction.

Another approach to estimate rounding errors is to perform a dynamic analysis using random perturbations on the floating-point operations [22, 34, 36, 57, 89, 102, 108]. CADNA [57] and Verrou [36] use random rounding, whereas MCALIB [40] and Verifi-carlo [34] use Monte Carlo Arithmetic. Similarly, the condition number of individual operations can be used to detect numerical errors and instability in FP applications [41, 113]. Similar efforts have been made to detect numerical errors for machine learning [13, 60].

In contrast to these approaches that detect likely errors, our work EFTSANITIZER has similar or lower performance overheads when compared to them while providing detection and debugging support using shadow execution with EFTs. Similarly, our tool PFPSAN-
ITIZER incurs lower overheads and provides a mechanism to detect and debug numerical errors by running shadow execution with real numbers in parallel.

### 7.2.3 Prior Work on Error Free Transformations

The idea of error free transformation is rather old and has been used in the past for compensated summation [58, 97], compensated Horner Scheme [45], robust geometric algorithms [100, 104], and printing floating-point numbers [2].

The Fast2Sum algorithm was first used in accurate summation [58] in 1965. Then it was described by Dekker [31] in 1971 as a technique to extend the precision. Fast2Sum requires three floating-point instructions and one branch instruction. Hence, it can be costly due to branch mispredictions in modern machines. To avoid the branch instruction, the TwoSum algorithm was introduced in [61]. TwoSum requires six floating-point instructions and no comparison of operands. Hence, TwoSum is cheaper than the Fast2Sum algorithm on modern machines. It has been shown that Fast2Sum and TwoSum algorithms are robust if underflow occurs. Fast2Sum is immune to overflow, and TwoSum is almost immune to overflow. For some corner cases, TwoSum can overflow when the actual computation does
Fast2Sum and TwoSum algorithms work with round-to-nearest rounding mode. However, similar algorithms for different rounding modes are proposed by Priest [90].

A similar algorithm for multiplication was introduced by Dekker based on Veltkamp splitting [78]. The Veltkamp splitting algorithm splits a floating-point number into two \(\lceil p/2 \rceil\)-bit numbers so that they can be multiplied without any error. Using Veltkamp splitting, Dekker [31] proposed an algorithm to compute the error of FP multiplication in 1971. However, Dekker’s multiplication requires 17 floating-point instructions. An alternative algorithm 2MultFMA [78] using fma instruction computes the error of FP instruction with just two instructions. In 2003 Boldo [9] presented the algorithm to compute the error for division and sqrt using the fma instruction.

In the context of numerical error detection, EFTs have been recently used by Shaman [33]. Shaman uses EFTs as an oracle and implements a C++ library using operator overloading. SHAMAN is attractive for developing new applications and measuring their error. However, to use SHAMAN with an existing application, the user will need to rewrite the program to change the types of the variables and math functions. In addition, it will likely have higher overheads when additional debugging mechanisms are added. In contrast, EFTSANITIZER does not require changing the source code and incurs low overheads when compared to Shaman. EFTSANITIZER also provides debugging support by generating a DAG of instructions.

Instead of using a lightweight oracle, there has been prior work to reduce the overheads of dynamic analysis by running it in parallel, as discussed below.

### 7.3 Parallel Dynamic Analysis

In the context of dynamic analysis for detecting memory safety errors and race detection, numerous parallel analysis techniques have been explored [14, 49, 105, 111, 112]. Approaches that perform fine-grained monitoring use hardware support as with a dedicated operand queue in Log-Based Architecture (LBA) [14]. Further, dataflow analyses have
been modified to accelerate dynamic analyses with LBA [106]. Other approaches for parallel data race detection and deterministic execution monitor programs at the granularity of epochs [105]. Our tool PFPSANITIZER is closest related to Cruiser [112], which is a heap-based overflow detector. Cruiser performs validity checks for each memory access on a separate core. It has a single producer and a consumer, which is acceptable when the checks are lightweight. Cruiser just needs to pass the memory address of the access to another core performing the check. In contrast to Cruiser, PFPSANITIZER addresses the issues of monitoring errors even on arithmetic instructions, parallel execution from a single-threaded dynamic execution, and a relatively heavyweight dynamic analysis with support for debugging.

7.4 Precision Tuning to Reduce Errors

One way to avoid common numerical errors is to select the appropriate precision for each variable. Previous approaches have explored tuning the precision of FP variables for all inputs and for a specific execution to improve performance and to reduce the occurrence of FP errors [1, 5, 15, 94, 96]. Precimonious [96] recommends lower precision for variables while providing the expected accuracy guarantees. However, Precimonious tunes the precision for the set of inputs but not all inputs. BLAME [94] speeds up precision tuning by using blame analysis. BLAME executes FP instructions using different floating-point precision for their operands and constructs a blame set. Once execution finishes, it analyzes the blame set to find the precision of variables so that the final result achieves the required accuracy. In contrast to Precimonious, the FPTuner [15] approach is based on static analysis and provides precision tuning for all inputs using Symbolic Taylor Expansions to model the error.

Such work complements our approach, such as these techniques can be employed to correct the program once numerical errors are detected using our tools. Further, this work
is dependent on dynamic analysis techniques, and our work on parallel shadow execution can help reduce the performance overheads of such techniques.

### 7.5 Identifying Inputs with High FP Error

Dynamic analyses need inputs that exercise operations with FP error. The problem of input generation for floating-point programs is challenging for the following reasons. First, the input space for floating-point is quite large, and only a small set of input domains cause rounding errors in the program. Hence, searching the error-inducing input in large input space results in slowdowns. Second, as the number of inputs in the program increases, the search space increases resulting in even more slowdowns. Third, the input for real applications is not often floating-point numbers. For example, the input could be an image or an audio file. Generating such inputs to trigger rounding errors in the application is even more challenging. Finally, often one search strategy doesn’t work well for all applications, and different applications might require different mechanisms to generate input that trigger rounding errors. Hence, designing a tool that works for different kinds of multivariate inputs is a challenging problem.

Prior work has explored this problem using techniques such as symbolic execution [46, 47, 87] and random input generation [16, 17, 109]. Advances in symbolic execution frameworks [12, 64, 65] enabled input generation techniques for floating-point programs [46, 47, 87]. The other line of work uses search-based techniques to find an input that generates rounding errors. For example, BRGT [17] uses a binary search over input to find the input that maximizes the error.

Techniques to generate inputs complement our approach and can enable us to detect and debug FP errors efficiently.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this chapter, we summarize this dissertation’s key technical contributions and present future work directions.

8.1 Dissertation Summary

Real numbers are approximated using a finite number of bits in computer systems for performance reasons. However, fitting all real numbers with a finite number of bits results in rounding errors. One such widely used approximation for real numbers is the Floating-Point (FP) representation. With each primitive FP arithmetic operation, rounding errors are negligible. However, with a sequence of operations, rounding errors can be magnified, resulting in a wrong output of the program. Unsurprisingly, rounding errors have caused various catastrophic incidents in the past. Hence, there is a large body of work on reasoning about the correctness of FP programs. Prior approaches perform inlined shadow execution with real numbers to comprehensively detect numerical errors. To debug numerical errors, additional information about instructions is stored in shadow memory. Using additional information, a backward slice of the program is generated for root-cause analysis. However, inlined shadow execution with real numbers introduces significant overheads making such approaches infeasible with long-running applications. Moreover, additional information stored in memory for root-cause analysis introduces additional memory overheads. This dissertation proposes various approaches to reduce overheads with inlined shadow execution while providing clean interfaces to test and debug numerical programs.

The key contribution of this dissertation is to store the constant amount of metadata with each instruction to reduce the overheads and yet provide a mechanism to debug numerical errors. To further reduce the overheads, we have developed a novel approach to execute
parts of the shadow execution in parallel. The key contribution is designing a mechanism to run the parts of shadow execution from an arbitrary memory state. In our approach, the user marks the program regions for inlined shadow execution. Our compiler generates shadow execution tasks that can run in parallel on multiple cores, accelerating the inlined shadow execution. However, our technique depends on the user to mark the code regions for parallel shadow execution. Hence, we explored an alternative mechanism to reduce the overheads of inlined shadow execution. This dissertation proposed a lightweight oracle enabled by hardware-supported FP data type to measure the error and significantly reduce the overheads compared to shadow execution with high-precision computation (using MPFR library). The lightweight oracle is designed using error-free transformations (EFTs) to capture the rounding error with primitive FP instructions. The key contribution in designing such an oracle is the error composition for the sequence of FP instructions. Moreover, we provide a backward slice of $k$ dynamic instructions to enable the users to debug numerical errors.

### 8.1.1 Detecting and Debugging Numerical Errors in Computation with Floating-Point

One way to detect numerical errors is to use shadow analysis. Shadow analysis with high precision computation enables comprehensive numerical error detection. In this approach, any FP value in register and in memory is shadowed with a high precision value. On every FP computation, a high precision computation is executed with high precision values. If there is a significant difference between FP computation and high precision computation, then the error is reported to the user. Similarly, if branch outcomes are different, branch flip is reported to the user. To detect errors, we maintain the real value for each memory location and each temporary. To debug errors, we need to produce the backtrace of instructions responsible for the error. Hence, for every FP instruction, we also maintain
information about the metadata for its operands. Once the error is detected, metadata is traversed recursively to provide the DAG of instructions responsible for the error. The key point is that we store metadata proportional to the static instructions in the program. Hence, a constant amount of metadata for each memory location enables detecting and debugging numerical errors in long-running applications in contrast to prior approaches. We also provide a mechanism to start the shadow execution at any arbitrary point during the execution of the program. Using our selective shadow execution technique, users can instrument critical parts of the program for shadow execution, reducing overheads significantly. Our prototype FPSANITIZER based on these ideas detects numerical errors with floating-point applications and is an order of magnitude faster than the prior work.

8.1.2 Parallel Shadow Analysis To Accelerate the Debugging of Numerical Errors

In shadow analysis, real numbers are typically simulated with a high-precision software library. Hence, a software simulation of real numbers is the primary reason for high overheads. One way to reduce the overheads is to perform shadow analysis in parallel on multicore machines. We proposed a novel approach in this dissertation to detect and debug numerical errors in long-running applications that perform shadow analysis in parallel. In our model, the user specifies parts of the program that need to be debugged. Our compiler creates shadow execution tasks that mirror the original program for these specified regions but performs FP computations with high precision in parallel. Since we are creating shadow tasks from a sequential program, shadow tasks are also sequential depending on prior tasks for memory state. To execute the shadow tasks in parallel, we need to break the dependency between them by providing the appropriate memory state and input arguments. Moreover, to correctly detect the numerical errors in the original program, shadow tasks need to follow the same control flow as in the original program.
Our key insight is to use FP values computed by the original program to start the shadow task from some arbitrary point. Our compiler introduces the additional instrumentation in the original program to provide live FP values, branch outcomes, and memory addresses. To ensure shadow tasks follow the same control flow as the original program, our compiler updates every branch instruction in the shadow task to use the branch outcomes of the original program. The original program and shadow tasks execute in a decoupled fashion and communicate via a non-blocking queue. Our shadow tasks do not have any information about integer operations in the original program. Hence, shadow tasks read the memory address with FP value from the queue and map it to the shadow memory location with a high-precision value. On every memory load in the original program, shadow tasks access the shadow memory and check if it has a valid high-precision value. If this check fails, then the shadow task initializes the shadow memory with a computed FP value. Hence, using the FP value from the original program enables us to perform parallel shadow execution from a sequential program. To compute the error, the shadow task compares the high precision value with the actual computed value and reports it to the user if the difference is above the threshold. Similarly, to detect branch flips, the shadow task compares the FP branch outcome in the actual program with the high precision branch outcome in the shadow task. To run shadow tasks in parallel, our runtime maps shadow tasks to one of the available cores inspired by work-stealing algorithms to get scalable speedups. Once the shadow task reports the error, a directed acyclic graph of instructions is generated to give feedback to the user. Our tool PFPSANITIZER is an order of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art and comprehensively detects numerical errors within the specified regions. PFPSANITIZER helped us to detect and debug numerical errors in the Cholesky benchmark from the Polybench suite.
8.1.3 Shadow Analysis With Error Free Transformations

Parallel shadow analysis is an effective approach to reduce the overheads significantly. However, it requires user input to direct the compiler to create shadow tasks. Alternatively, in this dissertation, we proposed a shadow analysis technique with a lightweight oracle to reduce overheads significantly. This approach uses hardware-supported FP data type to capture the numerical error. We transform FP computations to capture the rounding error accurately. For example, FP addition $a + b$ where $|a| \geq |b|$ is transformed into $x + y$. In this transformation, $x = FP(a + b)$ represents the computed FP addition with round-to-nearest mode and $y = FP(b - (a + b) - a)$ represents the exact rounding error occurred during this computation. Such transformations are based on the fact that rounding errors in FP representation can be accurately stored in an FP data type. These transformations are called Error Free Transformations (EFTs), and they can extend the accuracy beyond the available hardware primitive type. Our key insight is that using EFTs for FP arithmetic instructions can provide a lightweight oracle to capture the rounding error due to available hardware support. However, the key challenge is to capture the error for the sequence of operations, including math functions that do not have support for EFTs. We have also designed a novel mechanism to provide a DAG of instructions for k dynamic instructions. The DAG generated by EFTSANITIZER spans multiple function calls and loop iterations, enabling developers to debug numerical errors effectively. EFTSANITIZER enables selective shadow execution for arbitrary fragments of dynamic execution and enables effective debugging of numerical errors. EFTSANITIZER is an order of magnitude faster than FPSanitizer and Herbgrind. Using EFTSanitizer, we detected various numerical bugs in long-running applications.
8.2 Future Research Directions

This dissertation makes a case for fast approaches to detect and debug numerical errors with long-running applications. The ideas presented in this dissertation can be applied to different domains to detect other bugs such as data race detection, memory errors, and taint analysis. This section also presents new ideas to improve the line of work proposed in this dissertation for numerical error detection and debugging.

8.2.1 C Program Reduction for Numerical Bugs

To debug numerical bugs in long-running applications, we focused on reducing the overheads by designing smart metadata, parallel shadow execution, and lightweight oracle design. However, if a program runs for 30 minutes, it is challenging to debug numerical bugs with even zero overheads. An alternative approach could be generating a smaller program that automatically triggers the same numerical bug. This approach has been applied in the past to generate a smaller program for compiler optimization bugs [72, 91]. This problem could be seen as a search problem, and the key challenge is minimizing the search space and directing the search algorithm in the right direction. In our work, we generated the directed acyclic graph of instructions to enable the root cause analysis. The search algorithm can be directed using DAG of instructions to generate smaller test cases.

8.2.2 Detecting and Debugging Numerical Errors in Scripting Languages

Application development is moving from system languages to scripting languages for its easy-to-use interface and faster app development. This dissertation proposed various ideas to significantly reduce overheads to detect and debug numerical errors in long-running applications written in system languages. These techniques work for programming languages whose compiler targets LLVM IR, including C, C++, Fortran, Julia, and Rust. In future
work, these ideas can be applied to scripting languages. Python is a widely used scripting language for machine learning and computer graphics applications. Python is an interpreted language that interacts with native libraries for heavy-lifting computations. The main challenge in designing such a system is detecting numerical errors in python interpreters and native libraries at the granularity of instruction while providing feedback to users for root cause analysis.

8.2.3 Improving the Accuracy of an Oracle Based on EFTs

EFTSANITIZER proposed in this dissertation uses a lightweight oracle based on EFTs. EFTSANITIZER detects most of the errors, but it does not generate the exact real value due to the loss of precision while composing the errors. Hence, the error value returned by EFTSANITIZER could be misleading to the user. An approach based on extended precision [100] can be applied to improve the accuracy of the error value returned by EFTSANITIZER. In the prior work [100], such an approach is used to improve the accuracy of geometric applications. However, the key challenge is to design algorithms for primitive FP operations using EFTs with a configurable number of variables for storing the error without significant performance overheads.
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